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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Introduction
A

to

the Problem

perusal

of Mark Allan Powell's The Bible and Modem Literary Criticism: A

Critical Assessment and Annotated

biblical studies.' The

proving

of modem

use

illustrates

literary-critical

for the

practical,

narrative. Scholars have

setting.

historical and

given the

a

popular

methods to

fruitful for Bible students and scholars alike.

provide insight

and

Bibliography,

study

Implications

trend in modem

ancient narrative is

from these methods

theological interpretations

widest attention

to

of biblical

the narrative facets of plot, structure

Outside of the last ten years, however, the facet of characterization has been
in Lukan studies.^ Reasons for this

largely neglected, especially
the last decade has

seen some

attention has been centered

religious leaders.^ Major

very

on

significant

Luke's

as

unclear.

Nevertheless,

work in Lukan characterization.

portrayal

characters such

are

of Jesus in the

Gospels,

the

Primary

disciples,

Peter and Paul in Acts have received

attention but studies have been aimed at their

speeches

more

than the

and

some

presentation

and

fiinction of the character.
The purpose of this
Book of Acts.

although he

My thesis is

is not present

study

is to determine the narrative function of Jesus in the

that the exalted Jesus is

physically following

a

character in the narrative, and

the exaltation, he remains

a

primary

'Mark Allan Powell, The Bible and Modem Literary Criticism: A Critical Assessment and
Annotated Bibliography (Westport: Greenwood Press,

1991).

^

See John A. Darr, On Character Building: The Reader and the Rhetoric of Characterization in
Luke-Acts, Literary Currents in Biblical Interpretation (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1992), 11,

37. Earlier work with characters in Acts focused
two

below. For

examples

see

Acts 7:2-53, Analecta Biblica 67

primarily

on

the character's

public speeches,

cf

chapter

The Stephen Speech: A Literary and Redactional Study of

John

Kilgallen,
(Rome: Biblical

Institute Press,

1976); Richard F. Zehnle, Peter's

Pentecost Discourse: Tradition and Lukan Reinterpretation in Peter's Speeches of Acts 2 and 3, ed. Robert
A. Kraft,

Society

of Biblical Literature

^Mark Allan Powell, "The
Journal of Biblical Literature 109

Monograph

Religious

Series 15

Leaders in the

(1990): 103-20;

(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1971).

Gospel of Luke: A Literary-Critical Study,"
Kingsbury, Conflict in Luke: Jesus,

Jack Dean

Authorities, Disciples (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991).
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character in the narrative

Statement
In
as a

of the

light

question.

as a

whole.

Problem

of this

introductory material,

the

primary issue

How does the character of the exalted Jesus

Acts fimction in the narrative and illumine the

as

of focus may best be stated

presented

interpretation of the

in the Book of

Book of Acts

as a

whole?

Procedures and

Organization

The statement of the

problems. Organization for

problem will

be addressed in this thesis

this thesis will take its form

along

the lines of sub-

naturally according

to these three

subproblems.

The First

Subproblem: Analysis

The first

of Structure

subproblem has to

intimately wrapped
communicate this

plot

structure of the

attention to the

literary

structure of Acts. Characters

up in the events of narrative material which is called
to

readers

through literary

the writer arranges the text. Thus,

major

do with the

story

relationship

as a

structure.

Literary

and writers

plot

structure is

the way

through an inductive approach to literary analysis,

whole will be identified and

of the character. I will

regarding this relationship by asking

and

provide

a

explained

with

are

the

specific

preliminary interpretation

answering questions which are

derived fi-om the

structure of Acts.

The Second

Subproblem:

The second

Establishment of Character

subproblem deals

character in Acts. A solution to this

with the establishment of the exalted Jesus

problem will be

found

by answering

the

as a

following

series of questions which deal with character fimction, type and similarities.
Is Jesus

actually fijnctioning

that fimction and does he fiinction

as a

as a

character in Acts

primary

as a

whole, and if so, what is

character in the

character is the exalted Jesus in the Acts narrative? What traits

story? What type
are

given this

of

character

by

3

the writer? How does this character relate to the character of Jesus in Luke's

The Third

of Character

Subproblem: Interpretation

The third

subproblem

gospel?

has to do with

a

final

interpretation of the

exalted Jesus

as a

character in Acts. The focus of this thesis is to determine what this character contributes
to

the

interpretation of Acts

from the

the above

answers to

summarizing
providing

the

findings

general

a

as a

whole. The solution to this

questions.

This

subproblem will

be dealt with

about the exalted Jesus from the former

conclusion to the

interpretation

flows

subproblem naturally

of Jesus in

by

first
then

subproblems,

of character

light

by

building.

Likewise, I will address this subproblem by answering the following questions.
What

are

the

general findings

interpretation of the
the

exalted Jesus

interpretation of the

experience

about the
as a

Book of Acts

portrait

primary acting
as a

character in the narrative illumine

whole? How does the reader of Acts

the character of the exalted Jesus

The

of Jesus in Acts and how does the

through the story as

organization of this study will proceed with

chapter two.

Each

subproblem in turn will

a

a

whole?

review of the related literature in

be addressed in

chapters three,

four and five.

Delimitations

Before

moving forward,

it is necessary to delimit

of this thesis to avoid confusion. This

attempt

to

address historical-critical

Furthermore, this study is limited

a

aspects such

as

as

about Luke's

Gospel of Luke

response will illumine and

building

Darr. Darr. On Character.

not

ultimately resolved.

literary plot, point

"Character

concerns

great degree. Finally, I do

the exalted Jesus in Acts

of the aims and

objectives

is narrative-critical in form and will not

to the Book of Acts.

three of the character of Jesus in the
narrative critics to

study

some

Thus,

my consideration in

chapter

will consult the work of other

purport this study of the character of

Further

in-depth study

of view, narration, other characters

hopefully complement

the historical Jesus.

sources or

the

findings

in this

of other narrative

or even

reader-

study.

refers to the dialectical process between text and reader

suggested by

John

4

Definitions
Terms used in this thesis will

criticism. However, since

methodology

in biblical

study.' Except
terminology

some

be clear to anyone familiar with narrative

naturally

debate exists

literary criticism,

over

precision

of terminology and

I will define the focal

where otherwise noted, two

sources

in this thesis. In order of preference, these

Glossary of Literary Terms, and Chris Baldick

sources

within this

terminology

provide the foundation

acceptable

for the

include M. H. Abrams' A

The Concise Oxford Dictionary of

s

Literary Terms.

Narrative/Narrative Criticism
Narrative is

composed

of many elements which 1 will described here

Narrative is the discourse of a story, either true
and

settings by

result in

a

plot

a narrator to a

or

untrue,

composed

narratee. The elements of which the

which may be narrated either

this narration of the story involves

indirectly

"showing"

or

or

directly.^

"telling."

do. The reader is left to

events and
or

dialogue.

figure

out

of characters, events

story is composed
One

general

method of

Indirect narration involves

story where the characters "show" something about themselves
or

briefly.

or

others

by

what

a

they

say

the writer's message fi-om this indirect narration of

Direct narration, however,

can

involve

other element in the story. The narrator "tells" the reader

a

statement about a

directly

in

a

character

narrative aside

'A great deal of discord characterizes biblical scholarship regarding what should and should

not

method. Three essays which struggle with
these concerns can be found in the Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers from the 1992 annual
meeting by A. K. M. Adam, Mikeal C. Parsons, and Mark Allan Powell. An illustration of the limitation
be understood

as

literary criticism and

what is

an

appropriate

literary criticism can be found in Robert Alter and Frank Kermode, eds., The Literary Guide to the
(Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1987), 4-7. See also the following
positions in this debate: Stephen D. Moore, Literary Criticism and the Gospels: The Theoretical
Challenge (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), esp., 3-24; Seymour Chatman, Story and
Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film (London: Cornell University Press, 1978), 108-138.
set for

Bible

*

Alter

Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1981), 1 16-1 18.
provides a hierarchical scale for this direct and indirect aspect which depends on the method of

narration.

5

what the narratee should know7
Narrative criticism is

discipline

of biblical

and methods

movement

literary criticism,
secular

employed by

generally with narrative,
diverse elements

a

and

by which

a

unique

to

biblical studies.* Part of a

narrative criticism borrows

narratology. Thus,

heavily

from the theories

narrative criticism is concerned

with the identification and

specifically

larger

interpretation of the

story is told.

Character/Characterization
Characters must be

although not
disagreement

all actors in

a

story

are

emotional

'

considered

as

are

interpreted by the

qualities

that

are

are

the persons

reader

expressed

as

being

in what

are

characters. In fact,

is encountered among scholars with what

Abrams suggests that "characters

work, who

from actors.^ All characters

distinguished

can

presented

a

say

�

the

great deal of

be considered
in

a

dramatic

endowed with moral,

they

of course actors

a

or

character.'"
narrative

dispositional,

and

dialogue�and by what they

Mark Allan

Powell, What is Narrative Criticism? ed. Dan O. Via Jr., Guides to Biblical
Scholarship
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990), 23-27, 51-53; Steven M.
"Narrative
Asides
and
Narrative
Sheeley,
Authority in Luke-Acts," Biblical Theology Bulletin 18 (1988):
New Testament Series

102.

^Powell, Narrative Criticism? 19.
Mieke Bal, Narratology: Introduction to the Theory of Narrative, 2d ed., trans. Christine
University of Toronto Press, 1997), 1 14-132.

von

Boheemen (Toronto:

'Tor instance, the description of divine
the

Holy

Spirit

as

is

actors

in biblical narrative

as

characters, such

as

God

or

issue of debate. Cf William H.

Spirit,
Shepherd, Jr., The Narrative Function of the Holy
a Character in Luke-Acts, ed. Pheme Perkins, Society of Biblical Literature Dissertation Series
an

,

(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994), 43-67; C. Clifton Black, III, "Depth of Characterizaton and Degrees of
Faith in Matthew," in Society of Biblical Literature 1989 Seminar Papers, ed. David J. Lull (Atlanta:
Scholars Press, 1989), 604-23; Robert L. Brawley, Centering on God: Method and Message in Luke-Acts,
Literary Currents in Biblical Interpretation (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1990); Robert L.
Mowery, "Direct Statements Concerning God's Activities in Acts," in Society of Biblical Literature 1990
Seminar Papers, ed. David J. Lull (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 196-211. For seeing the "omniscienf
narrator in Luke-Acts as character see: John A. Darr, "Discerning the Lukan Voice: The Narrator as
Character in Luke-Acts," in Society of Biblical Literature 1992 Seminar Papers, ed. Eugene H. Lovering,
Jr. (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992), 255-65.
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do

by

the action."" Thus, characters

�

the traits, emotions and

reader-response emphasis

are more

than

simply their actions,

but

of view the writer attributes to them in

point

would include the role of the reader in the

a

are

given context.

building

character. The accumulation of these attributes, in the process of narration,
reader toward

character

as a

relationship

a

resuh of this

with the actor. The actor is said to

relationship

is made

possible by the

method of "showing" and
or

use

given the

"telling" explained above,

methods such

as

of a
the

moves

become

a

character

by the

writer.

wide range of tools available to the writer. The

fabula-the chain of events which make up the

Writers may

A

with the reader.'-

Characterization refers to those attributes

Characterizing

gradually

constructed

"showing"

in relation to the structure of the

foundational to narrative.

story-is

and

plot

"telling"

to attribute certain traits to

characters.
E. M. Forster's

simple

and

complex

Aspects of the

character types.

Novel
He

was

among the first to

distinguished

two basic

is the two-dimensional, flat character. The flat character is built
a

type

or

types of characters. First

on a

single idea,

similar to

caricature.''' Second is the highly complex, round character. According

Forster, "the
way. If it

distinguish between

test of a round character is whether it is

never

surprises,

characters will

always

of surprising in

it is flat. If it does not convince, it is

^
round."' Thus, round characters

whereas flat characters

capable

are

are

dynamic

or

static and similar to

act as the

a

at least

stock

a

flat

possible

or

a

to

convincing

pretending to

of a

convincing change

stereotyped character.'^

reader expects, but round characters

be

can

Flat

introduce

"M. H. Abrams, A Glossary of Literary Terms, 6th ed. (New York: Harcourt Brace

College

Publishers, 1993), 23.
'^Darr. On Character. 37-59.
'^E.M. Forster, Aspects of the Novel (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1927), 103-1 18.

'"Forster. Aspects Novel. 103-104.

'forster. Aspects Novel, 118.
"'For

more on

stock and

stereotypical

characters

The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms

see:

Abrams. Glossary, 200-01; Chris Baldick,

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1996),

211.
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change

in

narrative with the element of surprise.

a

Character Function
Character function is the action

significantly

toward the

fundamental to

of a narrative.

unfolding

narrative's

a

the exalted Jesus will be

performed by characters

interpretation.

explored

as

which contribute

Thus, determining character function is

In this thesis, the function of the character of

it contributes to the

interpretation of Acts

as a

whole.

sources

since it

Assumptions
Unity of Text
As

was

stated above, this

is not within the

purview

study

will not pursue the issue of original

of narrative criticism. Historical critics have

unfavorable judgment of the narrative critics'

ignoring
clearly

the issue of editing from

primary

in the nature of narrative criticism.

explicit assumption

sources-for

expressed

of a unified text-that is,

interpretation. However, unity

Seymour Chatman has

made the

is

following

argument:

Clearly

a

narrative is

a

whole because it is constituted of elements

�

^that differ from what

and existents

�

are

single
or

to the

(as opposed
unlike
mutually entailing,

they manifest

.

a

discernible

Thus, this thesis focuses
passages

or

constitute. Events and existents

sequential composite. Further,
compilation) tend to be
random agglomerate of events,

and discrete, but the narrative is

events in the narrative

related

they

episodes

on

.

.

a

events

a

chance

organization.'*

the Book of Acts in its finished form,

in the narrative contribute to the

noting

how individual

interpretation of the

whole.

'^Other methods of determining character types will be considered in chapter four.

'^Chatman. Story and Discourse, 21.
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Meaning of Text
The

terminology
has

between narrator and narratee is

relationship

complex.

It represents

which is used in discussion at the story level. However,

clearly explained,

as

two broader levels exist: the level of the narrative and the

narrator reflects what

is called the

implied

implied

reader at the narrative

level and the real reader at the text level. This thesis will be concerned
narrative and story level-that is, the way the
as

narrator and characters in the

reader/narratee.

and

Meaning

significantly provide

implied

author
The

as

regularly argued to

story

be

product

a

an

impUed

implied

author

to communicate

understanding

implied reader

as

assumes

uses

a

the rhetorical devices

message to the

This thesis will

that

a

product

meaning

these levels of relationship.

Meaning

relationship.^"

author and

reader it must also contain

an

implied
goal

for

but to attempt to read the narrative as,

of the real author's intention for his/her

recoverable is because of the writer's

use

exists between the real author's intended

meaning. Thus,

I will

However,

or

along with,
can

original

as

implied
much

as

audience. 1 suggest

reader.^^ One

reason

of literary structure. An intimate

meaning

an

is not to

the

remain,

is

to assume

determining meaning

is recoverable for the researcher and modem

communicate that

address the

usually

"the reader."

simply

reader.^' Thus, the assumption made in this thesis is that meaning

possible,

implied

of the reader and text

within this interaction. The ideal

dialogue,

primarily with the

how these rhetorical devices function

story's interpretation.

of narrative criticism

the narrative contains

read into this

for the

"Luke" and the

practice

implied meaning

is related to

text.'^ The

author at the narrative level, and what is called

the real author at the text level. The narratee reflects the

such

Mark Allan Powell

meaning

is

relationship

and the structure chosen to

give considerable

attention in this thesis to

''^Powell. Narrative Criticism? 25-27.

^"Yor instance,

see

Darr's

epilogue:

Darr. On Character, 169-171.

The Implied Reader: Patterns of Communication in Prose Fiction from Bunyan
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978), 101-103.

''Wolfgang Iser,
to

Beckett

(Baltimore:

"For the

position

Literary Criticism.

that

meaning

is not

truly recoverable

see

the theoretical

challenge

in

Moore^

9

narrative structure for character

Jesus

interpretation.

Character in Acts

as a

One final

According

to

the method

attributes such

as

fully estabUshed

should be clarified

assumption

which characters

by

regarding

are

built-that is, the accumulation of

character traits-it is necessary to

from Luke's first volume. This

of Luke and Acts. This thesis

see

the character of Jesus in Acts

implies

an

the

positions like
One

gospel.

that held

reason

continuity of Luke

by

despite

characterization of Jesus in the

cause

Parsons and Pervo which

this should not

and Acts

assumption regarding the

approaches the Gospel of Luke and

volume narrative: Luke- Acts. However, this should not
with

the character of Jesus in Acts.

cause

difference

Gospel

problems
on

Acts

much

interpret

as a

as

genre

unified two-

concern

Acts to be

in the end
a

sequel to

is because both views accept the

the issue of genre. Thus, the

of Luke will be

assumed, reviewed and expanded

upon in what follows in this thesis.

Importance of This Study
This thesis

exploring

aspires to

contribute to the

growing

field of Lukan

interpretation by

the role of the exalted Jesus in the Acts narrative. In On Character Building: The

Reader and the Rhetoric of Characterization in Luke- Acts, John A. Darr
model and method to
of his

appealing

illumine

new

and

insight

inspire

further Lukan character studies. This

challenging
into the

a

complex relationship

pneumatology and ecclesiology.
semi-absent

call. Moreover,

study

a

primary

between Luke's

focus

on

study is only

a

one

result

of the exalted Jesus in Acts may

The Book of Acts is often

christology with instead

proposed

christology,

interpreted

as

presenting

a

pneumatology and ecclesiology.

However, if the argument of this thesis is proved valid, then Luke's presentation of

pneumatology and ecclesiology must
the exalted Jesus

be understood in

light

of his

primary concern with

(christology).

^^Mikeal C. Parsons and Richard I. Pervo, Rethinking the Unity of Luke and Acts (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press,

1993).
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chapii<;r2

Review of the Related Literature

A review of literature related to the

of characters will

works will also be considered before

organized topically moving
for each

as

possible

to

this thesis.

General Works in

topic.

the narrative-critical and

reviewing

contributions to character studies, most

particularly

fi-om the

the

general to

particular

given to

geschichtlich approach which treated
on

his

approach to Luke-Acts,

was

unique

disagreement

but

use

Luke

as

an

as an

of sources

W. Ward

as

chronological

as

the work's

relationship

by

forward modeled

compared

has

they placed

with the other three

continued

a

was

certainly

not

gospels.'

redaction-critical

noted, scholarship has reached

approach which

sees

Luke-Acts

written to deal with the
American
as a

scholarship

literary

by

their redaktions-

artistic editor of sources,

scholarship

Gasque

parousia!"^ During the last 20 years,

toward

specific

a

with Conzehnann's conclusion for Luke's purpose. "Conzehnann

incorrect. Luke- Acts

of the

and

particularly post-war, edged

More recent British. French and American

united

general

Literary Criticism

the work of Hans Conzelmann and Ernst Haenchen. Dominated

attention

first with

of Lukan characters. Thus, this review

In each case, attention will be

Critical Lukan studies in the past,

primary

begin

the classic studies and historical artificers of literary criticism. Other

considering

will be

literary study

.

.

problem of the delay

has

increasingly moved

whole.

Conzelmann, Acts of the Apostles, Heremeneia: A Critical and
Historical Commentary on the Bible (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987); Ernst Haenchen, The Acts of
the Apostles: A Commentary (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1971). For a brief review of the history of
'For

interpretation

examples,

for Acts

see:

see

Hans

Alter and Kermode. Literary Guide Bible. 467^70.

^W. W. Gasque, A History of the Criticism of the Acts of the Apostles.
der Biblischen Exegese 17 (Peabody: Hendrickson, 1989), 346.

Beitrage

Zur Geschichte

.
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The Classics
Both secular and biblical

literary

criticism has been informed

concepts of mimesis, hamartia and katharsis,
in drama. Aristotle's Poetics is the classic

plot

and

characterization, along with The

emotion and prose

style.^ Another,

the Novel.'' Forster

including

starting point

flat and round. A classic

was

Abrams'

first

resource

for

understanding

for any student

in this

or

the basics of

analyzes character,

as

researcher of literature is M. H.
is

glossary

an

essential reference and the

thesis, unless otherwise noted. This helpfiil

in 1957 and has been recast and

is to define each

plot

classic is E. M. Forster's 1927 Aspects of

more recent

terminology used

published

approach

the elements of character and

Art of Rhetoric which

Abrams A Glossary of Literary Terms.^ Abrams'

work

Aristotle's

the first to divide characters into the two types he referred to

was

foundational work for

by

literary term in the

updated

in

context of a

a

si?rth edition.

comprehensive

essay

which addresses all other related terms.^

The Historical Artificers
A

comprehensive approach to

the

Story and Discourse.^ Chatman's work is
narrative terms and methods
and has been

employed.

carefiilly considered

Rhetoric,

Aristotle, Poetics,
trans.

Hugh

trans.

a

resource

Seymour Chatman's

throughout

His introduction to narrative

approach to

Malcom Heath

C. Lawson-Tancred

of narrative is

general

for this work,

and the structure of narrative. His

^

theory

especially

characters

in the

as

area

1978

this thesis for the

theory

is extensive

of characterization

autonomous

beings

(Penguin Classics, 1996); Aristotle,
(Penguin Classics, 1991).

is in

The Art of

''Forster. Aspects Novel.
*

Abram s. Glossary.

*Chris Baldick has
over one

thesis

thousand

as a

prepared

an

literary
supplement to Abrams'

excellent reference with succinct definitions and illustrations of

helpfiil companion for any student. The dictionary served for this
A Glossary of Literary Terms mentioned above. Baldick. Dictionary of

terms. It is a

Literary Terms.

^Chatman, Story and Discourse.
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contrast to R. Alan

general

resource

Culpepper's

and Robert C. Tannehill's

plot functionaries.*

for this thesis has been Mieke Bal's Narratology: Introduction to the

Theory of Narrative.^ First published in 1985, it has become

comprehensiye theory
edition has been

to

narrative texts. Bal's

literary

some

He presents

particular.

reliability of the

literature

foundational

understanding

hierarchy of the degree

one must

speech being

additionally

and re-evaluated 1997 second

on

essays

on

is Meir

the

for characters in biblical narrative in

of certainty which is related to the

certainty

scale is

the most certain." For the

note the

impressive

Scriptures

have been

*For

more on

are

general

significant

by

Robert Alter

Introductions to

scholars

or

reader of the Bible

1987 work edited

provided by literary

Bible. Another

character's actions

a

reading

including general

work in Old Testament narrative

The Poetics of Biblical Narrative: Ideological Literature and the

Drama of Reading.'^

portraits

literature

language of the

Sternberg's

Testament

as

used in this thesis.

characterization and the art of

and Frank Kermode entitled The Literary Guide to the Bible.
each book of the Bible

classic introduction and

terminology

chapter

character. The lowest end of the

appearance with divine
as

a

a

criticism is the monumental contribution of Robert

Alter' s The Art of Biblical Narrative.'" Alter' s

provides

expanded

for aspects of the method and

helpful

In the field of bibUcal

reticence

Another

Sternberg provides
as

an

excellent introduction to the

narrative. Like Alter,

groundwork
Culpepper

Sternberg's chapters

on

study

of the Old

biblical character

for the treatment of character in this thesis."'

and Tannehill

see

section

on

Narrative Criticism in General.

^al. Narratology.
'0

Reading in

Alter. Art of Biblical Narrative, See also his
an

more

recent

work; Robert Alter, The Pleasures of

Ideological Age (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1996).

"Aher. Art of Biblical Narrative, 116-130.
'^Alter and Kermode. Literary Guide Bible.

Sternberg, The Poetics of Biblical Narrative: Ideological Literature
Reading (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985).
"Meir

and the Drama of

'"For other significant works in Old Testament criticism see also: Norman Habel, Literary
Criticism of the Old Testament, ed. J. Coert Rylaarsdam, Guides to Biblical Scholarship: Old Testament

(continued...)
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Other General Works

Moore

of the

During the

1988 annual

presented

paper entitled "Stories of Reading:

a

meeting

Society

of Biblical Literature,

Doing Gospel

Stephen D.

Criticism As/With

a

'Reader.'"'^ This paper found its way into chapter sbc of Moore's 1989 Literary Criticism
and the

Gospels:

The Theoretical

of the evolution of biblical
and weaknesses of all the

distinguishes

assumptions

other

unified

out

the

major

He examines what he

theories and contributors in the

story-with narrative

being

challenge

the

a

unified

a

vievypoint

strengths

He

theology

logical climax of the

intellectual bite."'' Thus, he goes

from

excellent story

to be the

profession.

of these methods, he does suggest that the

possibly "lacking

his theoretical

criticism

sees

an

composition criticism. Although

about the text, the two differ in focus-one

potential value

naive and

literary criticism.

Moore offers in this book

narrative criticism from what he calls

in their
a

Challenge.'^

two.

assumptions

beyond

similar

the

Pointing

of both

are

the review to offer

of deconstruction which climaxes in

postmodernism.
Moore's review and illustration with the
Moore

seems to

lunge

worth of traditional

upon

a

subjective aspect

exegetical interpretation,

Gospel of John

of interpretation.

he takes

Fish, Rudolf Bultmann and postmodernism toward
conclusion is
criticism.

a

a

a

fast

Although

his

challenge

'"(...continued)
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983); Ralph

W.

the

path influenced by Stanley

"sea" of interpretations. His

has been considered for this
nor

helpfiil. However,

Explicitly denying

call, which he believes is already being heeded, for

philosophical biblical criticism is not convincing

Series

are

a

resulting

philosophical biblical

thesis, his solution of a

adequate.

It is unclear how this

Klein, Textual Criticism of the Old

Testament: The

Series
Septuagint After Oumran, ed. Gene M. Tucker, Guides to Biblical Scholarship: Old Testament
the Text of the
Recovering
Criticism:
Textual
P.
Jr.,
McCarter,
Fortress
Press, 1978);
Kyle
(Philadelphia:
Hebrew Bible, ed. Gene M. Tucker, Guides to Biblical Scholarship: Old Testament Series (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press,

1986).

'^Stephen

D. Moore, "Stories of Reading:

Doing Gospel Criticism As/With a Reader," in Society
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), 141-59.

of Biblical Literature 1988 Seminar Papers, ed. David J. Lull
'

^Moore, Literary Criticism.

'^Moore, Literary Criticism. 39.
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proposed method offers completion

subjective interpretation
exegesis but

which is

to current

dependent

literary criticism

on

he suggests. Instead,

as

the individual does

nothing

in the way of

rather adds confusion and disorder.'*

Particular Works in Lukan Studies and Narrative Criticism

My chief partners in dialogue will be modern literary critics such

as

Jack Dean

KJngsbury,

Robert C. Tannehill, John A. Darr, Mark Allan Powell, and others who have

contributed

recently to building characters

the

subject

matter to

specifically

primarily Lukan

in Luke- Acts. At this

point

1 want to

Studies and narrative-critical studies in

narrow

general, then

Lukan narrative and character studies.

Lukan Studies in General

Lukan

study

is

a

vast

and

review of what has been done

popular

recently

area

in this

of research.

area

will

no

doubt leave out

excellent contributions. A review of Lukan studies must pay

Cadbury's

The Making of Luke-Acts which first

two- volumes.'^

such

as

the

Cadbury presents

background material,

an

to offer

Any attempt

homage

emphasized the

excellent introduction to the

to

a

explore

Moore is

a

the condition of the

regarding
by others such
suggested that

J.

idea of "Luke-Acts"

genius

as

of Luke- Acts

methods and purpose of the two-volume work. He

Literary Aspects

of the

Gospels

and Acts

Group

were

which Moore's work had

to travel

presented in
Stephen

of which

part, by A. K. M. Adam, Mikeal C. Parsons and Mark Allan Powell. Concern

the road of deconstruction

brief

number of

Henry

'*At the 1992 annual meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature three papers
order to

a

was

raised

diverse ideas held

(and
begun
cultural-literary analysis) and if it remains within the concerns of the group. Adam
it was not a worthy concern to limit the methods of literary criticism, while similarly
Parsons concluded that diversity of opinion within the group may turn out to be a blessing in the future.
Finally, Powell accepted broadening the group's concern to include interests of historical, redaction and
text criticism, including narrative and reader-response criticism. However, he concluded, deconstruction
should not be included. The group's aim is to illumine the whole, while deconstruction's resistance to
meaning in general, does not contribute substantially. A. K. M. Adam, "The Future of Our Allusions," in
Society of Biblical Literature 1992 Seminar Papers, ed. Eugene H. Lovering, Jr. (Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1992), 5-13; Mikeal C. Parsons, "What's 'Literary' About Literary Aspects of the Gospels and Acts?" in
Society of Biblical Literature 1992 Seminar Papers, ed. Eugene H. Lovering, Jr. (Atlanta: Scholars Press,
1992), 14-40; Mark Allan Powell, "What's 'Literary' About Literary Aspects?" in Society of Biblical
Literature 1992 Seminar Papers, ed. Eugene H. Lovering, Jr. (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992), 41-50.
on

as

"Henry J. Cadbury,

The Making of Luke- Acts

(London: S.P.C.K., 1958).
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acknowledged
artistry

as a

writer but

"folk stories"

regarding
the story

as

as an

originally

"folk stories"

or

In

the entertainment value of Luke's

editor. Instead,

in Luke's

seem

to

1976, Luke T. Johnson presented

Acts at the level of the

plot

illumine the

the

degree

us

possessions

a

Luke's

an

to

comments

interest in the

of

analysis

interpretation of the story as
as a

model for

thesis entitled The Literary Function of

with

to which

as a

important

story saying, "seeing Luke-

clues for its

interpretation."^^

narrative elements such
a

as

He

characters and

whole.^^ In this present thesis, Johnson's

determining the literary

Acts. He is very careful to examine the

"showing"

function of elements within Luke-

element-that is, what

a

varied response

shows the reader about the characters in the story.

Following
Brawley

birthed

approaches Luke-Acts

Story provides

thoroughly explained

work has served

to

or

regard

narrative and its various characteristics.^"

Possessions in Luke-Acts.^' He

has

Nevertheless, Cadbury's

encouraged

not

attributed the adventure element

Cadbury

sources.

have

work, although he did

the influence of the structural theorist Roland Barthes, Robert L.

has addressed methods of interpretation

focusing

on

Luke- Acts in

Centering

On

God: Method and Message in Luke-Acts.^"^ His brief introductions to characterization,

especially his argument
Moreover, his emphasis

for God
on

(and Jesus)

the need for

as

characters in Luke- Acts,

synthesis

will be considered in

are

insightful.

chapters

five of this

^�Note his other Lukan works: Henry J. Cadbury, The Peril of Modernizing Jesus (New York:
Company, 1937); Henry J. Cadbury, The Style and Literary Method of Luke, Harvard

The Macmillan

Theological

Studies VI (New York: Kraus

Reprint Co., 1969).

^'Luke Timothy Johnson, The Literary Function of Possession in Luke- Acts, Society of Biblical
(Missoula: Scholars Press, 1977).

Literature Dissertation Series, 39

^^Johnson, Function of Possessions, 22.
the prophecy as a literary pattern and God as an actor in the story but
character. Johnson, Function of Possessions, 23-24, n. 2. His emphasis on the
is important for this thesis in that the characterization of Jesus is intimately related

Johnson also
not to be understood

fiinction of prophecy
to

the

emphasizes

as a

prophetic passages

chosen

Jesus.

^"Brawley, Centering.

by

Luke. See

more on

this in

chapter

four under Traits Attributed to

16

thesis.^^ Brawley has also contributed significantly

regarding

monograph entitled

Jews. His

to the

discussion

on

Luke's

Luke- Acts and the Jews: Conflict,

perspective

Apology,

Conciliation sets the historical Jesus in his Jewish context and identifies Luke's

specifically Luke

him in Luke- Acts,
more

than

historical-critical

literary unity

the Pharisees
work

as a

by Tyson,

critical

conciliatory

than

as

feature of Luke's

Images

Brawley.

analyzing

the

The

helpfiil for

literary

in his

He

analyzes

purpose.^'

theological

rather

Related to this

Tyson takes

topic

a more

of

is the

literary-

the Luke- Acts narrative with tools of literary-

implied reader regarding
use

unified

on a

characterization/interpretation

of Judaism in Luke-Acts.^*

the role of Judaism in Luke's work. His

character studies is

notably

a

of

portrait

His reliance, however,

leads his conclusions toward

within Luke- Acts, most

entitled

approach

criticism, such

approach

4:16-30 and Acts \

and

Jewish

scenes

in order to illumine

of narrative-critical tools to do

specific

this thesis.

genre of Acts has been of special interest to Richard 1. Pervo. In his

1987 Profit with Delight: The Literary Genre of the Acts of the Apostles. Pervo addresses

the Book of Acts

as

primarily Hellenistic entertainment.^^

the genre of Acts is best understood
and examines it

for the

as

such.

interpretation of the

the purpose of Luke's
focus

Reading

on more

as a

Acts

Hellenistic

as a

Different than Luke's

romance

novel would

novel and Pervo establishes

certainly

characters in the narrative. Genre is

writing.

If entertainment is the

aesthetic and emotive elements. One

goal,

gospel,

have

some

implications

intimately connected

then characterization

good example

might

of this is Pervo 's

in character studies
good illustration of how this synthesis he proposes is played out
in
Society of Biblical
Robert L. Brawley, "Paul in Acts: Aspects of Structure and Characterization,"
Literature 1988 Seminar Papers, ed. David J. Lull (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), 90-105.

^'For

to

a

see

^''Robert L. Brawley, Luke-Acts and the Jews: Conflict. Apology, and Conciliation, Society of
Biblical Literature Monograph Series Number 33 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987).

-'Brawley. Luke-Acts & Jews, 84-106, 156.

^^Joseph

B.

South Carolina
Tyson, Images of Judaism in Luke- Acts (Columbia: University of

Press, 1992).

^'Richard I. Pervo, Profit with Delight: The Literary Genre of the Acts of the Apostles
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987).
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Luke's Story of Paul.^" From the

reader-response analysis
which focused

on

perspective

of Acts. Acts

Paul. Overall this

Acts from this reader

perspective.

Parsons to recast the

question

Luke and Acts

challenge

was a

on

was a

a

understood

significant

suggested

Acts functions

theology of the

also made

an

to

background

to

Luke with

were

to

brief comments

possibly

and Pauline groups to write

synoptic

sent to

a

based

Luke's

gospel

provides

on

a

on

books.^^

a

genre of

and Acts to the scientific

helpful and thorough

that of Acts with

significant

publisher/patron (Theophilus)

and circulated in the Hellenistic world. Thus, Luke used

published

was

and structure. She concludes that Luke- Acts is not to be read

Luke and Acts

history.

some

two

to Luke

sequel

more as a

interesting suggestion regarding the

and technical manuals in the Hellenistic world. She

preface

presumed unity

(Luke- Acts). Their argument

Luke-Acts." Alexander compares the preface

the

story of Jesus

non-technical look at the narrative of

for students and scholars to reconsider the

evidence from the genre, narrative and

at

to Luke's

brief

the genre of Luke and Acts. Rethinking the Unity of

second volume

Loveday Alexander has

sequel

as a

a

In 1993 Richard Pervo teamed up with Mikeal C.

of Luke and Acts.^' Parsons and Pervo

(Luke and Acts) rather than

was

of the first-time reader, Pervo offered

Greek scientific work to

sources

appeal

to

look

attention

necessarily

as

to be

from both the

a

broad matrix

of readers.
Mark Allan Powell has contributed to Lukan studies in

general by canvassing

the

^'Hichard I. Pervo, Luke's Story of Paul (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990).
^'

Parsons and Pervo. Rethinking Unity. See also Richard L Pervo, "Must Luke and Acts

to the Same Genre?" in

Belong

Society of Biblical Literature 1989 Seminar Papers, ed. David J. Lull (Atlanta:

Scholars Press, 1989), 309-16.

^^Cf Gregory E. Sterling, "Luke-Acts and Apologetic Historiography," in Society of Biblical
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989), 326-42. In contrast

Literature 1989 Seminar Papers, ed. David J. Lull

Pervo, Sterling

comparison
reflect

on

sees

Luke-Acts

with ancient

as a

historiography

the characters in the Acts narrative and their relation to the

"Loveday Alexander,
Luke: 1.1-4 and Acts 1.1.

to

apologetic historiography. He argues for this, showing
patterns. This perspective of the genre of Luke- Acts may also

unified

same or

similar characters in Luke.

The Preface to Luke's Gospel: Literary Convention and Social Context in
Society for New Testament Studies Monograph Series 78 (New York:

Cambridge University Press, 1993).

field in What

are

Powell

an

gives

Thev Savins about Luke? and What

are

They Saving about Acts?.

excellent introduction to the contemporary

study of Luke's gospel

identified with the

and Acts. Moreover, he addresses the current trends in the

methodological approaches

to Acts.

Another

exemplary

entitled The Book of Acts in its First Century

has addressed various

concerns

"settings"

in detail,

Setting.

including

work

In six

or

introduction is the series

proposed volumes,

the ancient

literary, Graeco-Roman,

Palestinian, and diaspora settings. Most useful for this thesis has been volume
Ancient Literary Setting edited

Plymale's

prayer is

people.

intimately

methodologies

to

theology

of prayer is

important

to this thesis in that

Luke's characterization of Jesus in Luke-Acts.

linked with the

have illumined this

area.

Social World of Luke- Acts: Models for

epithets

used for Jesus.

Contributing

Recently,

are new

the

Bruce J. MaUna

the most for Lukan studies is The

Interpretation.^' In this collection of essays on the
as

Jerome H.

social context of Luke- Acts. Their conclusions

and at times suspect, however interaction between characters in the narrative and

expected

1989);
1991).

explore the

Prayer

social science

values, social structures, and conventions of the first century, scholars such

Neyrey and

The

Bruce W. Winter and Andrew D. Clarke.^^

Luke's

intimately connected

in Acts is also

one:

1991 The Prayer Texts of Luke- Acts suggests that prayer is God's

of guiding his

means

by

this series

response of the

original readers

can

benefit fi-om this type of study.^* An

'"Mark Allan Powell, What Are They Saying About Luke? (New York/Mahwah: Paulist Press.
Powell, What Are They Saying About Acts? (New York/Mahwah: Paulist Press,

Mark Allan

"Bruce W. Winter and Andrew D. Clarke, eds.. The Book of Acts in Its Ancient Literary Setting,
vol. 1 of The Book of Acts in Its First Century Setting

(Grand Rapids:

William B. Eerdmans

Publishing

Company, 1993).
'*See also Plymale's earlier treatment of this Steven F. Plymale, "Luke's Theology of Prayer," in
Society of Biblical Literature 1990 Seminar Papers, ed. David J. Lull (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990),
529-51.

"Jerome H. Neyrey, ed., The Social World of Luke Acts: Models for hiterpretation (Peabody:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1991).
^*Two other indepth books from the social scientific approach which focus on the Gospels as a
Bruce J. Malina and Jerome H. Neyrey, Calling Jesus Names: The Social Value of Labels in
Matthew (Sonoma: Polebridge Press, 1988); Bruce J. Malina, The Social World of Jesus and the Gospels

whole

are

(continued...)
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of how

example

one

might

use a

approach in Lukan studies is

in

Luke: A Socio-Narratological

certainty

combination of a narrative-critical and social scientific

an

argued

the two

have found Gowler' s argument

Robert Alter' s

scripts suggested by Bruce

approaches

determining characterization

David B. Gowler entitled Characterization in

Approach.^^ By combining

model with various character

Gowler has

by

essay

can

challenging

and have considered the

significant

narrative commentary which

The purpose of Luke- Acts,

commentaries

recently

according

to

an

possible

benefits for

interesting

to

in his two-volume

seriously

Interpretation.'*'

placed emphasis

Tannehill, is

provided valuable dialogue

offered

others,

of Jesus in Acts.""

commentary The Narrative Unity of Luke- Acts: A Literary
a

Malina and

of

work hand-in-hand to illumine the narrative. 1

Robert C. Tannehill takes the narrative of Luke- Acts

provide

degree

favorably

on

Both volumes

roles and rhetoric."*^

influence readers. These

for this thesis.'*^ In addition, Tannehill has

essay entitled "'Cornelius' and 'Tabitha' Encounter Luke's

^*(... continued)
(New York: Routledge, 1996).
^'Dayid B. Gowler, "Characterization in Luke: A Socio-Narratological Approach," Biblical
Theology Bulletin 19 (1989): 54-62.
notable connection may be regarding the names used of Jesus in Acts
"name of Jesus" in their various contexts such as prayer texts. A
and
such as "Lord,""Savior," "Christ,"
in
Luke's
brief look at some of these names
gospel can be found in James M. Dawsey, "What's in a Name?

""As stated above, the

most

Characterization in Luke," Biblical Theology Bulletin 16 (1986): 143-47.
"'Robert C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity of Luke- Acts: A Literary Interpretation. 2 Volumes,

paperback (Philadelphia:

Fortress Press,

1991/94).

"^Tannehill recognized his limitations in the first volume, and has offered a wonderful
into
supplement commentary to Luke's gospel which takes recent Mediterranean social findings
in the narrative

Abingdon

interpretation

while

fuller comments

account

each passage, Robert C. Tannehill, Luke,

giving
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1996).
on

New Testament Commentaries

"^Another valuable commentary is Ben Witherington, III, The Acts of the Apostles: A
Socio-Rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1998). This
work is valuable by giving helpful and thorough commentary for understanding the historical, social, and
rhetorical background for issues in Acts. See also James D. G. Dunn, The Acts of the Apostles, Narrative

verse-by- verse format
surrounding pericope and context
By holistic he relates the verse often
as a whole. He seems very sensitive to the Jewish and Gentile tensions presented in the book and
dialogues keenly on this as well as other subjects.

Commentaries (Valley Forge: Trinity Press International, 1996). Dunn provides
which is holistic in nature.

to

the

a
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Jesus" in Gospel

Interpretation: Narrative-Critical

Although

by

limited

construct the

space, Tannehill at least

of Jesus

portrait

as

& Social- Scientific

begins to illustrate
Luke's

portrayed by

how readers

gospel story. Taking

the method of John A. Darr, he shows how different readers of the

character of Jesus
model for the

the

portrait

differently

in the process of the

story."*^

general conclusion in this thesis. Similar

of the exalted Jesus in Acts in

light

Approaches.'*''

to

gospel

or

listeners

his lead fi-om

may build the

Tannehill's work

provides

one

Tannehill's method, I will sketch

of possible readers. A

more

recent

commentary which takes the Lukan narrative seriously is Joel B. Green's The Gospel of

Luke.^^ This is
within
art.

a

of the best commentaries

one

Luke-Acts

perspective.

on

episode

of the

the narrative of Luke

on

Green examines Luke's narrative

The detailed examination of Jesus in each

dialogue

Luke, focusing

theology and literary
also

gospel

provides

a

good

for this examination of Jesus in Acts.

Narrative Criticism in General
First released in 1983, R. Alan

Study in Literary Design is
what

a

Although focusing

on

the

Gospel

various elements of narrative
context. He

provides

one

Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel: A

classic textbook for narrative criticism because he has done

before him did-that is,

no one

Culpepper's

are

establishing

of John,

telling

of the best

a norm

Culpepper's

because

examples

they

of the

for future narrative critics.'*'

extensive introduction to the

are

placed

in

a

Tannehill, '"'Cornelius'' and "Tabitha"

literary

application of narrative theory to

New Testament books. His treatment of Jesus and the Father in his

Robert C.

familiar

Encounter Luke's

chapter on characters

Jesus," in Gospel

Interpretation: Narrative-Critical & Social-Scientific Approaches, ed. Jack Dean Kingsbury (Harrisburg:
Trinity Press, 1997), 132-41. Although limited by space, this collection includes helpful essays into
characterization, plot and social context by exceptional scholars such as Bauer, Culpepper, Kingsbury,
Meier, Powell, Rhoads, Tolbert, et al.
"'See

more on

John A. Darr under Lukan Character Studies.

'^Joel B. Green, The Gospel of Luke. The New International Commentary

(Grand Rapids:

William B. Eerdmans

on

the New Testament

Publishing Company, 1997).

"'R. Alan Culpepper, Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel: A Study in Literary Design, paperback

(Philadelphia:

Fortress Press,

1987).
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is

particularly helpful

for this thesis

topic. During

this

Rhoads and Donald Michie struggled with similar
narrative-critical
their

presentation

include

an

setting

and

of what

outstanding
major

Another

Mark

analysis.

can

as

be

time of 1982-83, David

same

regarding

concerns

gleaned by studying

Mark's

gospel

treatment of the various elements of Mark's

exemplary

by distinguishing

method used in this thesis.^*^ Powell

rightly

narrative.^' The way

a

notes the

narrative is structured is

it from several modes of historical

five

on

of literary

characters, is

significance

telling

light

a

A Study in Literary

interpretation as wholes

of the purpose, characterization and

as

referred to

as

structural

or

in

complex

relationships

as

they can direct

the readers attention to the outline of the narrative and the

relationship

and narrative elements within the outline. Identification of these
about them allow the narrative to

have used Bauer's model to

a

great

as

between segments

relationships

for itself and illumine

extent in this thesis

'''David Rhoads and Donald Michie, Mark
Fortress

speak

Gospel:

Robert Traina, Bauer has

identified seventeen basic structural patterns which may work alone
are

significance

in The Structure of Matthew's

Design.^^ Influenced by scholars such

combinations. These patterns

model for the

of literary patterns in the

author wanted to convey. David R. Bauer has illustrated the

of structure for narrative

(Philadelphia:

plot,

work is Mark Allan Powell's What is Narrative Criticismy^

especially chapter

questions

as

and minor characters.

criticism overall. This introduction,

implied

story.''* They

as

narrative, such

criticism. Moreover, he describes and illustrates narrative criticism in

the

for

Story: An Introduction to the Narrative of a Gospel is

Powell introduces narrative criticism

plot

a norm

as

I

am

and

raising

interpretation.

convinced of the value of

Story: An Introduction to the Narrative of a Gospel

Press, 1982).

'''T^owell, Narrative Criticism?
"^he

questions to

Appendix

using narrative criticism in exegesis was very helpful at determining the
sub-problems for this thesis, see Powell What is Narrative Criticism?,

on

address in the

103-105.

^'Powell, Narrative Criticism? 32-34.
"David R. Bauer, The Structure of Matthew's Gospel: A Study in Literary Design, JSNTS 3 1

(Sheffield:

Almond

Press, 1989).

I
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these structures for the
James M.

interpretation

of narrative

Dawsey has presented

a

elements, such

significant

as

character."

but controversial work, entitled The

Lukan Voice: Confijsion and Irony in the Gospel of Luke.^"* Dawsey addresses the voice
of Luke's narrator and its relation to the voice of Jesus in the
story. He contends that

Luke's gospel involves

a

conversation between the narrator of the story and the other

characters in the book. This conversation illumines the
Of controversy is Dawsev 's alternative
times in

disagreement

have found

Dawsey' s

meaning

of the

gospel

perspective that the implied author's

with the character of Jesus and
work with Luke's narrator

portrayed

fascinating

as

and

not

as a

narrator is at

entirely reliable.'^

although not

study. Moreover,

relationship

to the

these

confiising

Reading

Luke- Acts: Dynamics of Biblical Narrative.^^

methods of narrative criticism, Kurz

a

Luke- Acts

a

as

began by presenting

literary-critical study of the Gospels

and

irony (similar to Dawsey's

Kurz takes issue with

"For

an

similar

and Acts. His

these structural

position
the

applying

an

the

overview of

application

implicit commentary

of

"cortftised and ironic voices"). At this

Dawsey' s controversial position.

example of how

Using

narrative while

balanced look at the narrator of Luke- Acts and the

misunderstanding
point,

interprets

the various aspects of the field. Kurz

the methods used in
involved

a

helpfiil

characterization and voices in Acts. In contrast with Dawsey' s

is William S. Kurz's

interpretation to

and ironic voices in Luke may have

relationships

can

He does

illumine

a

see

pericope

the

see

relationship
David R.

Bauer, "The Literary Function of the Genealogy in Matthew's Gospel," in Society of Biblical Literature
1990 Seminar Papers, ed. David J. Lull (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 451-68. Regarding structural
influence

on

characters

see

David R. Bauer, "The

Major

Characters of Matthew's

Story: Their Function

Significance," in Gospel Interpretation: Narrative-Critical & Social-Scientific Approaches, ed. Jack
Dean Kingsbury (Harrisburg: Trinity Press, 1997), 27-37.

and

^James M. Dawsey, The Lukan Voice: Confusion and Irony in the Gospel of Luke (Macon:
Mercer

University Press, 1986).

"Dawsey does

not

I

convinced

with all his conclusions, his carefiil attention to Luke's characterization has been

for this

whole.

actually use the word "unreliable" for the narrator, but by setting his voice
one of many criticisms of Dawsey see

contrast with the reliable voice of Jesus, this is understood. For

Moore, Literary Criticism. 28-34.

'"William S. Kurz, Reading Luke-Acts: Dynamics of Biblical Narrative
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1993).

(Louisville:

in
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of these voices in Acts, which

"ignorance."^'

In fact, this is

This

conflicting voices).
The first

coming

chapter

of the

points

to a

one reason

ignorance

for the

irony

misunderstanding

this time of ignorance is

Acts 3:17-19. 1 have found Kurz's arguments well
resource

and

no

as a

theme of

misunderstanding (apparent

culminates in Jesus' cry from the

of Acts continues the

Holy Spirit

unified two-volume narrative,

in

verses

longer

a

developed

in Luke 23:34.

6-9. However, with the

valid
and

cross

a

excuse as

illustrated in

valuable and

unique

for this thesis.^*

One of the best treatments of the ascension narratives is

entitled The

Departure

carefully examines

the

on

the

discrepancies between the

departure

two ascension narratives in Luke and

continuity and individuality.

of Jesus in Acts, will be

particularly useful

greatest significance is Parsons' analysis of viewpoint,
24. Moreover, he

Mikeal C. Parsons

of Jesus in Luke- Acts: The Ascension Narratives in Context.^^ He

Acts. Parsons concludes that the purpose is both

this work,

by

interprets

center."^'' His reference

Jesus

to an

as a

narrator and

central character of Acts but

"empty-center"

is

one

way to

Part II of

in this thesis. Of

relationship

qualified

classify the

to Luke

as an

"empty

absent yet present

character of Jesus in Acts. Two other excellent treatments of narrative elements in LukeActs

are

by

Narrative
the
to

Steven M.

Authority

relationship

in

Sheeley.

The first is

an

article entitled "Narrative Asides and

Luke-Acts."^' Categorized according

fiinction, Sheeley analyzes

between the narrator and reader in Luke-Acts. Further attention is

the function and role of the asides in the narrative.

holds the

to

authority

in this

relationship

which is the

According

lasting

to

Sheeley,

given

the narrator

effect of the narrative asides.

"Kurz. Reading, 147-155.
'*See also William S. Kurz, "Narrative Approaches

to Luke- Acts," Biblica 68

(1987): 195-220.

'^Mikeal C. Parsons, The Departure of Jesus in Luke- Acts: The Ascension Narratives in Context,
JSNTSS, 21 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1987).
*�

Parsons, Departure of Jesus, 160-161. See

"'Sheeley,

"Narrative Asides."

more on

"empty center" in Chapter Four.
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The second is entitled Narrative Asides in Luke-Acts.^^ This is
the asides in Luke-Acts

audience. The

use

These two works
to the above

with the

categories of plot, narrator, and

of this type of study is

analyzed

and related to other ancient literature.

serve as

models of determining the fiinction of the asides

Coleridge

illuminating

has focused

on a

In this

has

provided

a

fi-esh

work, he opened with

then moved to

christology as

a

very solid

it is

deals with each

a

approach

as

they

relate

the characterization of the exalted Jesus.

narrative passage which has received

of attention. In The Birth of the Lukan Narrative: Narrative

Coleridge

examination of

thorough

dealing primarily

elements but also

Mark

a

as

to Luke 1-2 with the

a

great deal

Christology in Luke 1-2
use

of narrative criticism."

very concise overview of the birth of narrative criticism and

analysis

and

interpretation of Luke

1-2. The focus is

on

presented in narrative form by Luke. Providing significant detail,

pericope

of the narrative in

he

A similar treatment of a narrative

depth.

pattern throughout Luke- Acts is David Lertis Matson's Household Conversion Narratives
in Acts: Pattern and Interpretation.^'* Matson takes

a

detailed look at Luke's

recurring

of the house and conversion motif using narrative-critical methods. Matson has

insightful interpretation touching

on

narrative fimction, structure and

given

use

an

recurring patterns.

Lukan Character Studies

Lukan character studies in the late 1970's and
structure of speeches in Acts. For

exegetical work

early

1980's focused

more on

instance, John Kilgallen's The Stephen Speech is

for the most part, but also

provides insight

the
an

into the fiinction of particular

"^Steven M. Sheeley, Narrative Asides in Luke-Acts, Journal for the Study of the New Testament
Supplement Series (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992).
"Mark Coleridge, The Birth of the Lukan Narrative: Narrative
Journal of Society of Old Testament

Supplement Series

88

(Sheffield:

as

Christology in Luke 1-2.

Journal of Society of Old Testament

Press, 1993).
""David Lertis Matson, Household Conversion Narratives in Acts: Pattern and Interpretation,
Journal for the

1996).

Study

of the New Testament

Supplement Series

123

(Sheffield: Sheffield AcademicPress,
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verses

and

literary traits

speech provides

a

of the

speech

good example

in Acts 7.^^ His

of what is called

is

analysis

"showing"

helpfiil

as

the

Stephen

in the characterization of the

exalted Jesus.^*
More

disciples

and

recently

attention has been

religious authorities

Luke: Jesus. Authorities,

given

in Luke's

to the

characterization of Jesus, the
Jack D.

gospel by

Disciples. Kingsbury draws

Kingsbury.

In Conflict in

upon the element of conflict to

present the three primary, interwoven story lines in the narrative.^' His introduction
characterization of "human" characters in Luke
with the character of the exalted Jesus in Acts.

serves as one

Particularly,

Jesus influence this characterization of Jesus in Acts
I would be

pleased

to

review

a

before F. Scott

Spencer

Relations.^^ Spencer
"'

reasons

his

findings

in the story of

established character.^*

area seems

to

explore

be

Luke's

entirely lacking

in

for this lacuna may be similar to the situation set

in The Portrait of Philip in Acts: A Studv of Roles and

notes that

neglect

for the character of Philip may

Kilgallen, Stephen Speech. See also

speech Zehnle.

and

model for the present work

number of studies which

characterization of Jesus in Acts. However, this
current biblical studies. Several

as an

to

an

earlier,

more

interpretive

work

simply

on

be due to the

Peter's Pentecost

Peter's Pentecost Discourse.

""On the rhetoric of persuasion in Paul's speech in Acts 25:23-26:32

see

the recent paper

Frank Crouch, "The Persuasive Moment: Rhetorical Resolutions in Paul's Defense Before

by
Agrippa," in

Society of Biblical Literature 1996 Seminar Papers (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), 333-42. For detailed
on the Acts speeches in general see: Marion L. Soards, The Speeches in Acts: Their Content,
Context, and Concerns (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1994), and; F. F. Bruce, "The
Significance of the Speeches for Interpreting Acts," Southwestern Journal of Theology 33, no. 1 (Fall
work

1990): 20-28.
"'Kingsbury, Conflict in Luke.
"*Cf chapter four under Relationship of Character

to Jesus in Luke's Gospel. Other excellent
Gospel characters include: Jack Dean Kingsbury, Conflict in Mark: Jesus, Authorities.
Disciples (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1989); Jack Dean Kingsbury, Matthew as Story, 2d ed.
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988). Kingsbury has also commented on the synoptic Jesus extensively in
Jack Dean Kingsbury, Jesus Christ in Matthew, Mark, and Luke, ed. Gerhard Krodel, Proclamation
Commentaries: The New Testament Witnesses for Preaching (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1 98 1).

contributions

Study

to

"'F. Scott Spencer, The Portrait of Philip in Acts: A Study of Roles and Relations, Journal for the
of the New Testament Supplement Series 67 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992).
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fact that he is "not

qualities
on to
am

character of great

a

may have labeled him

establish

Philip

as a

as

significance."�

insignificant

signilicant character

faced with the confiision

over

to

He suggests

Philip's

the narrative. Nevertheless,

for the book of Acts

entity

known

to that of Hans
a

as

Conzelmann which

insignificance

emphasize

much the

so

quality

quantity

of his appearance in the narrative

scholars

might

new

goes

Similarly,

I

the lack of interest in the character of Jesus in Luke's

the church. But

role. Moreover, it is not

Spencer

whole.

as a

second volume. Luke's first volume should have made it clear that Jesus is

this

servant

feel Jesus has received

the

is not

significant

likely the culprit. Opinions

discontinuity of Luke

to

similar

and Acts may

play

of this character of the exalted Jesus but the

compared

with other characters. With this,

enough attention

in the

gospels

and thus

nothing

about this character is to be learned fi-om Acts.
A

more

for this lack of attention

likely culprit

on

Jesus in Acts may be the

newness

of this method of criticism in biblical studies. Thus, the critic is faced with the lack of a
clear-cut method for which to
critics to

away fi-om it.^'

shy

substantially
have been

in the

near

study character,

difficulty

fiiture, especially for Luke-Acts,

significantly to

of such

the

as

study may

cause

excellent methods and models

scholars. John A. Darr is just such
area

a

scholar who has

of Lukan characterization. His 1992 On Character

Building: The Reader and the Rhetoric of Characterization in Luke- Acts
influential method for character
In this

a

However, 1 posit that character studies will increase

proposed by capable

contributed

and the

building

based

on a

sets forth

synergy between the text and

an

reader.'^

work, Darr presented brief characterizations of John the Baptist, the Pharisees and

Herod to illustrate his method. With

some

modification, his method will provide

models for which the character of the exalted Jesus will be built in this thesis.

method, Darr has also constructed the character of the

^"Spencer, Portrait of Philip in Acts,
"Darr, On Character. 37.

^^Darr,

On Character.

14.

one

Using

narrator in Luke-Acts in

of the

this
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"Discerning

the Lukan Voice: The Narrator

Character in Luke-Acts."" In these two

as

works, Darr has combined narrative-critical and reader-response approaches into
balanced methodology. However, Darr relied heavily
reader

as

it relates to the

that "absolute claims
are

specious."^^

qualities

concerning

the

brings

of characters. These

to the

as

exemplified

identification of the reader and

personal readings

element of the

"my reader" indicating

in his statement

a

the

personae

subjective

ultimately the interpretation

of the critic into the reader

with the extratext and the text to create

synergized

subjective

(one and only) meaning of Lukan

He has referred to the "reader"

the critic

the

of Luke- Acts. This is

interpretation

critics

by

on

a

are

eventually

reader. The "extratextual

repertoire,"

which is what Luke knows about his readers, for the most part, is forever lost.'^ The critic
is able

only

to

use

what

is available about

knowledge

socioeconomic conditions, and historical and
reader. Nevertheless,

one

one's self into this reader

according
must

be

to

as

identified.

some

one

to build

Although

readers of Acts, such

geographical facts commonly

degree, according

"we tend to create readers in

Darr, in order for

clearly

throughout

is bound, to

possible

a

to

Darr,

as

the

known to the

to read

elements of

image."^^ Thus,

our ovm

character such

as

Jesus in Acts, the reader

other elements of Darr's method will be used

this thesis, the identification of a possible reader has been reserved for the

general conclusion.^'
An extensive look at character in

Spirit

in Luke- Acts is the

Shepherd,

thorough

and

general and

its

specific relationship

exemplar work by another

Jr. entitled The Narrative Function of the Holv Spirit

to the

Holy

scholar William H.

as a

Character in Luke-

"Darr, "Discerning the Lukan Voice."
^"Darr, On Character, 171, emphasis in original.

^'Darr,

On Character, 22.

^"Darr, On Character. 25.
"The modification here to Darr 's method is that the character of Jesus will be identified and
established first, then based on this characterization I will explore how one may "read" this character in

light of interpretation. In other words, I will attempt
incorporating any extratextual information.

to

let the text

speak

on

its

own

terms, before

28

Acts.'* Similarly, Shepherd expresses his indebtedness

Shepherd

has

presented

an

excellent character

and argument have also contributed

Spirit
Acts

as a

as

character is not

it is to

simply

so

greatly

much that the

establish the

study

to this

to Darr's On

from Luke-Acts. Thus, his method

thesis. His sound argument for the

Holy Spirit

Holy Spirit

in the

is

the
As

degree

one

of his involvement in the narrative

might expect

of one of the most

characterization of Paul has been addressed

presented

a

paper to the

Society of Biblical

by

a

a

and

a

variety of methods

literary theory. Recognizing

as a

whole.*"

fiiUy developed

several scholars. In 1988 Robert

Brawley

Literature Seminar entitled "Paul in Acts:

significant attempt

a

tendency toward

a

that the combination of methods will enrich

Brawley asserted

characters in Acts, Luke's

in the characterization of Paul

his former

character in Luke-

character in Acts and will also

Aspects of Structure and Characterization."*' He presented

synthesizing

primary

Holy

literary category of character. Along

similar lines, this thesis suggests that the exalted Jesus is

explore

Character Building.

including

at

structuralism

historical-critical

interpretation.

In

approach,

light

of this

assertion, his findings proved positive in this informed and brief paper.*^ Another limited

^*Sh eph erd. Narrative Function of HS.

''^Shepherd.

Narrative Function of HS, 40.

*�Conceming divine involvement (activity) in the narrative of Acts see Mowery, "Discerning
Concerning God's Activity in Acts." Mowery does not treat God as a character. Nevertheless,
in
is
an
his
important contribution to this thesis, in that Mowery focuses on one of the divine actors Acts,
"The
L.
Robert
also
Cf
and
Jesus.
of
God
the
activities
Mowery,
between
made
are
i.e., God. Comparisons
ed.
1989
Seminar
Papers,
Literature
Biblical
of
in
Society
of
in
the
God
Gospel Matthew,"
Activity of
David J. Lull (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989), 400-1 1. This paper was an interesting evaluation of the
and "Father." As a
activity of God in Matthew as illumined by the use of the titles "Lord," "God,"
in looking at the ftinction
is
this
on
1990
additionally
helpful
Acts,
paper
paper
supplement to his similar
Statements

of titles for God and/or Jesus in narrative material.

^'Brawley,

"Paul in Acts."

Peter
Brawley's method of characterization, specifically, but briefly on God, Jesus,
John
see
another
SBL
same
In
this
139-158.
paper:
meeting,
Brawley, Centering. 107-138,
and Paul,
Literature
of
Biblical
in
Society
for
Luke's
and
of
Social Dimensions
Paul,"
T. Carroll, "Literary
Apology
1988 Seminar Papers, ed. David J. Lull (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), 106-18. Carroll argues for Paul as
Luke's dominant character in Acts so to make an apology for him.

'^For
see

more on
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but

helpful

essay

was

by

I. H. Marshall entitled "Luke's View of Paul."*^ Marshall

revisited the message delivered by F. F. Bruce fifteen years
Paul in Acts. Marshall believed the

findings

conclusion that Acts and the Pauline

prior regarding

the

identity

of

may need to be reexamined to test Bruce's

epistles

refer to the

same

"Paul." Marshall concluded

with the affirmative, but with the condition that the Paul in Acts is Luke's

presentation

of

him.
While

a

great deal of exemplar literature exists

need remains for

a

serious reexamination of Jesus

Acts. For that reason, this thesis may contribute

Luke's characterization and

understanding
"

the

the narrative of Luke- Acts,

primary character

significantly to

the

christology of Luke

in the Book of

larger
as

a

conversation of

it reaches its fullest

in his second volume.

I. Howard

1990): 41-51.

specifically to

as a

on

Marshall, "Luke's View of Paul," Southwestern Journal of Theology 33,

no.

1

(Fall
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CHAPTER 3

of the Structure of Acts

Analysis

Introduction

to

the Structure

Acts is similar to the

Jesus toward

a

of Acts

gospel

of Luke in that the narrative

climactic location-that is, Jerusalem in Luke and
'

Jerusalem to Rome in Acts. These locations
and

theological reasons. Reading

indispensable

while

are

investigating the

geographical expansion.^

throughout
examined
structure

the main character

gradually

away from

climactic in each story for both

practical

the story in Acts with this purpose in mind is then
structure of the

The material which Luke has used to

this

moves

Luke is

give

explicit

story and the characters portrayed.

Acts

in his

general literary design

concern

for the

is based

geographical

locations

the story. Thus, the structure of Acts in this thesis will be illustrated and

as

flowing

of Acts

from this

through

a

preparation with

geographical

major

geographic general material.^

This

structural

major

summarization and

a

framework. Furthermore, I will examine the

relationship

structural

which Luke

relationship

generalized climax.''

can

The first

integrates

into this

be identified

chapter

as

of Acts

serves

Timothy Johnson, The Acts of the Apostles, ed. Daniel J. Harrington, Sacra Pagina
(Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1992), 10. Note that Jerusalem also plays a central role in Luke
Acts, with both narratives frequently circling back to Jerusalem.
'

on

Luke

^Robert Traina has defined the

general

materials from which biblical narratives

are

5

and

constructed

biographical, historical, chronological, geographical, or ideological. See Robert A. Traina, Methodical
Bible Studv: A New Approach to Hermeneutics (Grand Rapids: Francis Asbury Press, 1985), 55-62.

as

^The

structure

of Acts identified in this thesis is the

product

of Dr. David R. Bauer in his lectures

January Session at Asbury Theological Seminary. The preliminary interpretation
during
in
this
chapter reflects a combination of my own work which was guided by Bauer and is
presented
this chapter, issues of structure may directly or indirectly relate to
his
influenced
on

the 1996

Acts

by

findings. Throughout

his instruction. David R. Bauer, "The Book of Acts," Class Lectures, NT620
Seminary, Wilmore, January Session 1996).

(Asbury Theological

relationships have been identified and defined particularly in Bauer^
following Traina. Methodical Bible Studv, 39-62; David L.
Bible
That
Studv
rev.
Works,
Thompson,
(Nappanee: Evangel Press, 1994), 36-43. Several other major
structural relationships can be identified for the narrative of Acts as a whole. These other structures
include a causation between chapter one (with the specific cause being the ascension) and what follows,
(continued...)
"These and other structural

Structure of Matthew. 13-20. See also the
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as a

preparation for the narrative which follows in

explored later. However,
character of Jesus

giving

as

way the first

one

a

progresses from the

particular

the summarization in 1 :8
which suggests

major

will

as we

the

to

serves as a

plays
The

first

in the

prophetic grid

the

following

preparation

identified in

prepare for

chapters

definitional

chapter

helps to

of the narrative

unfolding

major complex

illumine the

major

role the exalted

structure for the Book of Acts will follow

questions:

one, what is the

What

meaning

are

the

major points

by

of

of each, and how does each

2-28? How does Acts 1 :8 summarize the book, and how does this

summarization illumine Acts

as a

whole? What is the

significance

of this summarization in

fi"om the character of Jesus and how does this illumine what follows in

Acts 1 :8

coming

chapters

2-28? How

Finally,

his

of the narrative.

following interpretation of this

answering

for the

shifts to the reader at 2:1 and 13:1. It is this

unfolding

through

the

both in terms of people and location. Thus,

structure which controls the Acts narrative and

Jesus

of the witness of Jesus

by portraying

see, reaches a climax in 28:1 1-31 which

shortly

general

number of ways which will be

prepares the reader is

chapter

geographical spread

followers. This summarization,

a

exactly

this structure in Acts

does the story reach
can

a

generalized

be illumined fiirther

climax in 28: 11-31?

by answering

the

following

rational

type questions: Why did Luke prepare the reader for the narrative in this way? Why did
Luke summarize Acts

Preparation of the
What

meaning

are

as

he did in 1 : 8, and

why

is Rome thus

the cuhnination?

Reader

the

major points

of preparation identified in

of each, and how does each prepare for

The first

seen as

major point

what is the

2-28?

in the preparatory material is that Acts should be read in

of the first volume-that is, the

"(...continued)
biographical comparison

chapters

chapter one,

Gospel

light

of Luke (1:1-2). Luke assumes, in the initial

and various recurrences of biographical contrast, instrumentation, and major
themes. Bauer, "Lectures." However, 1 have chosen to examine more extensively this particular structural
relationship because of its potential for interpreting the character of Jesus in Acts. Nevertheless, these
other structures will be mentioned throughout the remainder of this thesis and will be given adequate
explanation where needed.
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paragraph,

that the immediate readers

is necessary for

a

"competent" interpretation

argued.^

Richard Pervo have

chapter

The very fact that Luke

of Acts may suggest that

reader's part

possibly

and Acts

related, with Acts

are

of the text.

gospel.

even

due to the passage of time
as a

complete

brings the

Luke is not

This

the first volume

for just this

reason.

enlightened, yet

closely

Luke is

limited

much

assuming

is

scholars such

as

as

knowledge

on

his

(1:1). Nevertheless, the Gospel of Luke

second volume

continuing

in mind. This information

the

story.^ Therefore, the

serves an

saying, by including this prologue,
and will thus prepare them

knowledge

then.

reader up to date in the

context for this book should be the second volume of Acts rather than

keeping

knowledge

Although this continuity

in 1:1-2 and Luke 1 : 1^, it may not be

suggested specifically

first

famihar with his

were

Luke-Acts, while

introductory

that he

function

assumes an

adequately

for the

remainder of the story.
The second

major point

apostles (1 :2). This might
Holy Spirit
the

will

Holy Spirit

gospel that
Jesus

the

play
is in

is that Jesus instructed

serve to

(Luke 1:35^1).

story.' Moreover,

it

points

paradoxical way connected with Jesus.

Holy Spirit

to the

prepare the reader for the role that the character of the

in the remainder of the
some

"through the Holy Spirit"

is active fi-om the

The life and

ministry

begiiming

of both

out

up-fi"ont

Luke makes clear in his

of the life of John the

were

characterized

Baptist

and the
Jesus

disciples. Thus,

remaining

this

verse serves to

to pass

prepare the reader for the event in Acts 2

narrative which describes this

ministered, "through the Holy Spirit",

and

by Spirit

empowerment. Luke implicitly hints in 1 :2 and explicitly in 1 :8, that Jesus is going
this to his

that

so

Spirit empowered

too the

disciples

movement. Just as

will minister.* This

'See Pervo, Profit with Delight. Pervo argues similarities between Luke and Acts which suggest

continuity are forced by a priori assumptions. See also Powell. What About Acts? 11-13. Powell
examines the so-called contradictions which Pervo claims to exist between Luke and Acts.

this

"See explicit parallels

briefly sketched

'For treatment of the Holy Spirit

as a

in Powell. What About Acts? 7-8.

character

see

Shepherd. Narrative Function of HS.

'Beyond preparing the reader, 1 :3-l 1 also functions to prepare the character group of the apostles
continuing Jesus' ministry. This is a character group the reader will encounter many times and a group
Luke wants to convey as adequately prepared in terms of instruction. Adequate preparation also makes
for

(continued...)
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relationship

between

chapter

Luke's theology, the Holy
Acts 1 :4-5). Thus, the

ministry

and two involves

one

Spirit

primary

cannot come

cause

of the

Holy Spirit plays

a

until Jesus ascends to heaven

coming

of the

advantageous briefly to

Howard Clark Kee has

argued

modifications based

character studies.'"

on

is present in Acts. First the

upon this role

Acts is to

signal to

scripture."

is

According

seen as

Kee,

to

active in the

by Jesus (2:33)

16:7 when just

the reader the

that the

reliability of the

Holy Spirit's

narrative

ascending

and God (2:17). The

fianction

improper to

and the other

role

as

Holy Spirit
the

Spirit

Holy Spirit

is described

Holy Spirit

see

both Jesus and the

as

some

Spirit
as

Jr.

throughout

divine fiiifilknent of Hebrew
confirms

as

in 16:6 thus

Holy spirit

as a

was

is said to be

the

the

paradoxical

Sprit

poured

of Jesus in

suggesting

an

prepared

for in

single character,

with

of terms. However, the event in Acts two which is

descending.'^

The second role in Acts

a

as

the

Old Testament

resurrection and ascension of Jesus, this expresses the

previously referred to

1:8 suggests it is

Spirit's

(1:15-20; 4:25-28; 28:25-27). William Shepherd,

significantly suggesting

appropriate interchange

.

five-fold role for the

prophets of the

cormection which exists between the two. Moreover, the

them

a

Because the initial fiilfillment of scripture which the

ministry, suffering,

one

subsequent

intimately related to

sketch the

to

(Luke 24:49;

in Good News to the Ends of the Earth but with

Spirit

witness to Jesus the Messiah

out

and the

Spirit

role in Acts which is

significant

character of Jesus. Thus, it would be

expands

explicit causation.^ According

of Jesus' followers is the event of Jesus' ascension in Acts 1 :9-l 1

The

a

an

'(...continued)
uniquely authoritative group

played by the Holy Spirit

in the story

as

further illumines this

relationship

attested in 10:41.

'Bauer. "Lectures."
'�

Howard Clark Kee, Good News to the Ends of the Earth: The Theology of Acts (Philadelphia:
28^1. Many modifications based on findings in Shepherd. Narrative

Trinity Press Intemtational, 1990),
Function of HS.

"Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS,

247.

''The notion of the Acts narrative understood

as

scripture

fulfillment will be discussed further in

under Summarization of Acts, Prediction from Jesus, and
Structure of Acts.

this

chapter

Concluding

Reasons for the
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with Jesus. The

functions

Spirit

connection between the

disciples

connection is two-fold. First, the

behind the

salvation

the

through

name

some

clarified. The

extent

of its

proclamation.

Luke portrays in

Holy Spirit

to be the understood

was

it

instance, salvation

as seen

with the

this witness in

launching

qualified

gives

Spirit

we

spread

of power

the purpose of

ensures

which

Holy Spirit

Spirit

adequate

flinctions

without the

the

instrument

Holy Spirit

as

(19:1 1-20). The Holy Spirit is the

and continues its

spread throughout

have observed above, that wherever

of witness,

as an

as

brings

the message be effective without the

of Sceva

chapter two

fi-om what

active in salvation and

cannot be

nor can

sons

source

life to this witness of Jesus. Thus,

instrument of salvation, the

Ephesus (18:24-19:7),

Spirit empowering

This must be

For

Spirit

to, in Jesus' words, "be my witnesses". For Luke, this

of Jesus and

as an

and continued

statement in 1 :8 that the

the Christ witness to the ends of the earth. For it is the

of Jesus functions

Spirit

launching

of Jesus and his followers. Second, the

ministry

name

means

introductory

and Jesus is to

Holy Spirit

the

to empower

spreading

instrument for the

of the Christ witness. It is in the

spreading

functions

as an

we see

the story.

find the

we

the exalted Jesus active

as

well

(2:33; 7:55; 9:4-16; 16:6-7).
The third role

membership.
twelfth

We

apostle.

emphasizing

the

see

this in the

necessity
for

by alluding

of there

being

who become part of the

authority

community

serve as

and then

are

as

the

Holy Spirit by

apostolic witnesses,

supporting the

of the twelve (2:14; 6:2).

of believers

community

election of Matthias

the work of the

as

twelve to

guidance (1 :22-24),

to the

is the agent of confirmation for

introductory chapter with the

Luke portrays this final choice

emphasizing prayer
the story

played by the Holy Spirit

identified

decision

throughout

Throughout Acts,
by receiving

the

those

Holy Spirit

(9:17-18; 10:45^8). One good example of this role of confirming is the meeting in
Jerusalem in

chapter

15. The main evidence for the decision of inclusion and

inclusion of the Gentiles
process it

was

the

previous activity of the Holy Spirit. Following

evident to the council,

made his decision
the

was

concerning

confirming activity
The fourth role

of the

manner

certainly then

if not before, that God had

due

already

the method of salvation and who could be part of it

through

Holy Spirit (15:28).

played by the Holy Spirit

is

one

of agent

through

of

which Jesus
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empowers and

Church. It should be clear

guides the

and this is

mutually exclusive,

one

character of Jesus and the Holy
chose the

role which is

Spirit

by

now

none

of these roles

here in Acts 1 :2 that Jesus

begins

and empowerment

of)

the

Holy Spirit."

summarization of 1 :8, which will be discussed later, it is this empowerment and
that will take the witness of Jesus to the ends of the earth. This role, which
with others, continues to

play

out in the remainder of the

are

connected to both the

ambiguously

in Acts. The idea

apostles "through (the guidance

that

In the

guidance

closely

relates

story (2:1^; 4:1-10, 27-31;

11:28-30; 15:36-16:8; 19:21; 20:17-23; 21:4, 13-14).
The fifth role

clearly portrayed
name

in passages that deal with

of Jesus, such

(8:19-24).

In

(12:20-23),

some

or

played by the Holy Spirit

as

with Ananias and

is

as an

agent of judgment. This is

attempted exploitation of the Holy Spirit

Sapphira (5:1-1 1),

instances judgment is received for not

by getting

in the way of the

most

and Simon the

giving

God

magician

glory as

Holy Spirit's proclamation as

and

with

with Herod

Elymas

the

magician (13:6-1 1).
The third

major point

in this

introductory material

outline for the remainder of the narrative

writing

Acts with the purpose he had for

expUcitly

states in 1 :5

verse serves as a

points
to

(1 :5, 8). Luke

writing

regarding the Holy Spirit

summarization of the book

as

Theophilus,

he

as a

seems

as to

provide

purpose and

to connect

his purpose for

Gospel (1:1). Moreover,

gives particular

the

source

what Luke

details to in 1:8. This

whole. As support for the

suggested that

of continuity and source, it may then be

inform his readers, such

the

is to

Luke's

previous

primary purpose

and nature of the

spread

is

of this

Christian movement.
The fourth
for the church age

major point
(1:7-8).

through which the exalted

It has

already been

Jesus will

be judged

swiftly. Moreover,

according

to his

planning.

is to establish the proper

guide the

all that God has

The

disciples

are

perspective

noted that the

planned

will be

numerous

is

a means

accomplished

strongly corrected by Jesus

it his way. His way, of course, will be very different from

expect. Luke fills his story with

Holy Spirit

church and anyone who gets in the way will

prepare the reader for this lesson to be learned. This is God's
run

of time and mission

plan,

in 1 :7

and his

anything

surprising episodes only to

in his

timing

so as

to

church, he will

anyone would

find out that this is
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where it

leading

was

The fifth

disciples

all

along (2:1-13; 4:23-31; 8:1-3; 9:1-22; 10:44-48).

major point

clarify

because it is alluded to

throughout

It is the fact of witnessing Jesus'
are

pivotal points

same manner as

in the story,

reverses

chapter

major point

is to

introductory chapter

23:1

provide

emphasize the

on

Again,

the Judas

role of the

doing

early church

as

him

language
go."

in 1 :9-l

'"I.e., twelve

1, ".

.

.

they

were

it is Jesus who comforts

(22:17-21), and

position
it is

for the remainder

important

pre-exalted ministry

a

complete

of Jesus.

witness of this sacred
Old Testament

in the story to express this

These twelve will be the visual

they represent authority in the

sons, twelve tribes and et al.

in this

of Jesus but is clearly the fulfillment of

now.

watching

the road to

loose end. However, Luke is careful to

apostles

...

the birth of

episode by reestablishing

apostles,

out of their

manner

continuity
strength
Jesus

emphasized by the recurrence of
sight:" And "in the same way you saw

'^The significance of the apostles witnessing the ascension is
"see"

Acts at

As will be

one on

provides continuity with the

for Luke and the

of what God did then and what he is
and motivation behind the

a

it is necessary for

number of twelve to be reestablished which

important

along.

chapter two, causing

authoritative

an

original twelve presents

scripture (1:16-20). Therefore,

It is

in

all

throughout

1).

closure

provide

out to the reader that this is not the fault

scriptures.'''

working

to take care of any loose ends from the

The death of one of the

actor

him in times of danger

warns

(16:7;

witnesses who will

of Acts (1 : 12-26). In order to

significant

reader knows Jesus is

nine confi-onts enemy number

(18:9-1 1; 23:1 1),

defines the direction of proclamation

original

Holy spirit

major

the movement of the story of Saul.

Paul in times of distress

The sixth

as a

that he has been

suggesting

the church. It is Jesus who in
Damascus and

Although the

surprisingly I might add,

seen,

he ascended. This is

resurrection, ascension and promise of return that the 12

clarified later, it is Jesus who pours out the

point

have the

the remainder of the story (1:22; 3:20-21; 13:29^1).

bear witness to others.'^

primarily to

enthroned, he still is

the twelve

we

event of the exaltation of the risen Jesus. The reader learns here that Jesus is in

heaven and that he will return in the

apostles

the location of the resurrected Jesus of whom the

(1 :9-l 1). It is in this introductory chapter that

will bear witness

significant

is to
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Christ taught (2:14; 6:2-6; 8:14; 15:6-21).

Summarization of Acts
How does Acts 1 :8 summarize the

illumine Acts

as a

book, and how does this summarization

whole?

Luke summarizes Acts
unfold. First, he says that the

by giving

disciples

basic two-fold outline for the way the story will

a

will receive power when the

upon them. This is the event which is described

this power is witnessed in the remainder of the story

and boldness to witness
the stated

accomplish

(2:14ff.; 4:23-31).

This

we

by signs,

will

gradual and progressive spread
as

and Samaria

spread to

described in
as

as

prediction

the narrative

never

serves as

longer

a

to

intimately

geographical breakdown

chapters

reader

begin

of the

in

spreads

to Judea

the witness is said to

thirteen

beyond

through twenty-

Rome.

Nevertheless,

in the story and fulfillment of Jesus'

point

This

is

significant

in Jerusalem

Quite

as

the

or

elsewhere,

place

where the twelve

for Luke's readers for two

city of the Jewish religion,

and for

were not

reasons

opposite

that Jerusalem

is true. Jerusalem holds

a

community of believers

located

(8:1b, 14; 15:2).'^

apostles

are

reasons.

First, Jerusalem was the holy

of continuity, it

restricted to Jerusalem

or

the location fi-om which salvation is

the narrative. It is the location of the first

Jerusalem is the

headquarters.

spreading

all the way to Rome, it is incorrect to think

location in the narrative

(2:37-47).

"The apostles

spreads

the ends of the earth.

place throughout

point

(3:1-10; 5:12-16),

This witness then

described in

actually takes the

witness of Christ

significant

proclaimed to

central

as

the climactic

that this witness does not continue

to be

seven.

Moreover,

see serves as a means

a

come

in 1:8.

Although the

is not

wonders

chapters eight through twelve. Finally,

the uttermost parts of the earth

will be seen, Rome

two.

of the Christian witness. The witness will

chapters two through

described in

eight. However,

chapter

The second way in which he outlines the story is

goal.

connected to the aspect of bold witness. This outline is

Jerusalem

in

immediately

has

Holy Spirit

(e.g., Peter)

was

equally important

but Jerusalem served

for the

more as a
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new

Israel. Second, it is the location/locus of the

the faith

(1 :1b, 3). Third,

Hebrew

scripture,

of this

serves to

end and

have seen, for Acts to

the message of salvation must

and

passion

further fiilfillment of

serve as

begin

of the founder of

and go forth fi-om Jerusalem.'^ All

illumine the flow and purpose of the story for the reader

detailing

the

means

Jerusalem to Rome, but
of the

as we

ministry

a

by describing

the

the end is achieved. This is not the movement from

whereby

movement at the

particular (Jerusalem)

toward the

general (ends

earth), including everything in between."

Prediction from Jesus
What is the

significance

of this summarization in Acts 1 :8

character of Jesus and how does this illumine what follows in
It is very
the

lips

significant

of Jesus himself. Six

primary character
fiilfillment of this
Jesus' very

it

was

in Acts,

for this

reasons

working

example,

Jesus who

coming

fi-om

Jesus will be the

toward the

through the Spirit

in this passage, his followers

salvation and

Spirit (2:33)

who is likewise

Acts 1 :7-8

quickly apparent. First,

are

with his followers

healing

made clear earlier, it is also

pours out the

2-28?

chapters

prediction in

fi-om the

prediction (7:55-56; 8:39; 9:1-16; 15:11; 16:7; 18:9-11).'* Second, by

authority, represented

mission. For
as

for Luke to have this

coming

to

promises

is also the

one

bestowed "in the

significant that

which he is

returning (1 :6, 9-11)

are

as

are

Jesus

able to

paradoxically related (16:7),

ensured

who follows

of Jesus.'"^ Third,

name

speaks this

accomplish his

for it is he who
and he is the

one

through the coming of the Spirit. Thus,

through with the

fulfillment. The fourth

'"This is ultimately wrapped up in Luke's purpose and thus why I have chosen to expand upon
climax (from the
preparation with summarization and generalized geographical

this structure. This

earth) presents the Acts narrative for the reader as the prophetic
2:3; Mic. 4:2) and promise (Joel 2:28-32; cf Luke 11:13; Acts 2).

movement of Jerusalem to the ends of the

fulfillment of divine mission

(e.g.,

Isa.

,

''This is the structural relationship, though

generalization-that
"The
be understood

is, the movement from

particular

to

mutually exclusive, identified
general.

as

can
"prediction" is preferred here over prophesy because the Acts narrative as a whole
statement of a
the
is,
of
lines
the
structural
prediction-fulfillment-that
unfolding along

term
as

in which what follows in the story provides fiilfillment to the
implicit within the preparation with summarization.

prediction
course

not

"^.g., 2:38; 3:6;

18:24-19:10.

prediction.

This structure is of
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reason

is related to the

in the story in that he

previous and,
to

serves

as we

Two
to

clearly

more

declares the mission

possible

later, the fiinction of Jesus' character

see

initiate and continue the flilfilhnent of Hebrew

it is in Jerusalem where God's law will go

Messiah who

will

reasons

forth, then according

to

Luke it must be God's

Luke had this

prediction

reason

directly

come

might be,

as

from Jesus has

F. F. Bruce

that Luke presents "a succession of witness to Christ.""' Witness to Christ is

apostles.^'

such

disciples
Bruce

This witness

seen as

by the

fifth
a

reason

passed

coming

fimction

as

a

very

important

is orthodox in that it is

witnesses to this

carefully passing

sixth

it to the

hold such

reason

from the

teaching.

a

disciples

position

may involve

a

to

and the next

from Jesus himself This may be

of authority and

true but not

an

problematic

or

the

in the

well in that

as

as

see

portrayed in

apostolic teaching (2:42; 5:28; 6:4).
taught.

succession in that the

generation

given to

other

understand how

line with what Jesus

It is tradition

central

apostles to

role in the life of the church

correctly in

it is because of this authoritative witness

apostles

on

for these direct words from Jesus. Bruce does not

Acts. On several occasions Luke makes reference to

teaching

a

believes,

believing community by the

succession of orthodox tradition. This is

kerygma of Jesus plays

This

for the

Paul, Barnabas, and Silas. It is however difficult

command of Jesus
the

clearly

succession of witness to Christ

sees a

illumined

as

clearly represented

also be

can

If

(Luke 24:44^9).

do with the notion of succession.^" The fifth

theme in Acts, and this witness is

scripture.

of believers

apostles by

leadership

Jesus

The

apostles

apostles

are

(2:42). Moreover,
himself, that the

in the church.^^

Therefore, this

identical element of what Bruce calls

apostolic

succession.

^ find it interesting that L. T. Johnson, who I expected to elaborate

on

apostolic succession,

had

little to say about it Johnson, Acts, 22-32. In contrast, F. F. Bruce noted that nothing in the sense of
ecclesiastical apostolic succession is initiated at this point F. F. Bruce, The Book of the Acts, The New

International
"

Commentary on

the New Testament

(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988),

26.

Bruce, The Acts. 26.

^^See especially chapter 15.

''E.g., as Luke signifies by the recurring phrase "at the apostles feef 4:35-5:10. This authority is
primarily in relation to their witness of the resurrection and ascension, but not exclusively for James also
holds a position of authority
according to chapter 15.
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Generalized Climax
How

exactly

There is

does the story reach

some

a

generalized climax

difference of opinion whether

or

not the summarized

1 :8 is fulfilled in the story of Acts with the witness of Christ

Scholars such

does

a

proposed end,

He does not examine what the additional

from what context and

or

reason

broader sense, the narrative does end

they

are

proposed. However,

according to

interpretation offends

limited to Rome.^^

Johannes Munck states that Paul did not

ends of the earth.^^ Robert C. Tannehill agrees

identifying
course

of Acts

Acts. It is

So
or

'the end of the earth' with Rome.

an

beyond Samaria,

outline of the

.

a

has

that Herodotus used this

reference to
LXX

goal that
an

reaches

in reference to

to the

history.

Ethiopia.

preaching

the end of

of Luke's story with closure

goal according

in

beyond

outline of Acts."^'

For

to Luke's

account, then

phrase k(5%axoM iflq

instance, Johnson

In Dio

Chrysostom,

notes

Oration 13:9

"to the uttermost parts of the earth" in

universal extent, yet in Psalms of Solomon 8:15

Marshall,

n.

a

Roman enemy is

Acts of the Apostles: An Introduction and Commentary,

Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994),
Bruce, The Acts,

1967),

phrase

literally go

everywhere.^* Even more significantly, the phrase is fi-equently found in the

I. Howard

^

significant meaning

is commanded to continue

again with

Testament

a

he does add that

firm basis for

no

clear climax. Other scholars suggest that this

yfiq (ends of the earth)

philosopher

"there is

interpret the ending

not? If the witness did indeed reach its desired
a

should

Thus Acts 1 :8 does not outline the actual

.

mission, but only in part
to

phases

but

of the earth" in 1 :8 should not be

stating

and it envisions

then, is the reader expected

the story ends with

a

.

in

what the structure suggests. F. F.

Bruce also suggests that the

Similarly,

prediction

the ends of the earth.

reaching

I. H. Marshall contend that Acts does not reach the

accomplish the initial phase.^''

consist of,
in

as

in 28: 1 1-3 1 ?

Tyndale New

61.

37.

Johannes Munck, The Acts of the Apostles, The Anchor Bible, 3 1

(New York: Doubleday,

8.

"Robert C. Tannehill, The Narrative Unity of Luke-Acts: A Literary Interpretation. Volume II:
The Acts of the Apostles,

paperback (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1994), 17-18.

Johnson, Acts. 26.
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"someone from the end of the earth.""" Therefore, evidence exists for both
It is left then to the context of the book

as a

whole to determine the

The context of Acts suggests that the

of Acts. One

can trace

chapter two

seems

be

to

a

prelude

statement that "Jews from every nation under heaven"

powerful witness

of Peter

on

the

itself moves from East to West,
the witness has

quickly

quick to penetrate

and

day

meaning.

is fulfilled, at least for the purpose

prediction

elements in the story which build toward

of Jesus in Rome. First,

interpretations.

to

(2:5)

a

climax with the witness

the fulfillment with the

were

to hear the

present

of Pentecost. The list of nations present in 2:5-10

climaxing

in Rome.^" This suggests several

easily penetrated through geographical barriers,

the racial

things. First,
but

("Jews" 2:5) and social ("Men" 2:14) barriers. Second,

may suggest that "ends of the earth" refers to

more

than

geographical barriers.

not so

was

this

For

instance, historical evidence suggests that the movement from Jerusalem to Samaria
involved not

only geographical barriers,

but

some

very strong cultural and

racial/religious

barriers. Similar types of barriers existed between Jews and Gentiles.^' All this is to say
that the witness of Jesus would go nowhere

barriers. Therefore, in Acts
include

a more

Samaritans

religious

represented

the witness of Jesus

we see

(chapter 8), Gentiles (chapter

as

regarding

women

10 and 15

from the

particular to

after barrier, first with

including

Greek

culture), socio-

the Ust in 2:5-10 may illustrate, it is in Rome where all of these barriers

and present in the First

The conversion of Saul in

story, which builds toward

a

Century.

chapter

As the center of the

essentially
nine

Empire,

a

begins

Roman citizen

to

are

proclaim

witness to the ends of the earth.
a

second traceable element in the

climax with the witness of Jesus in Rome,

the enemy of the church and

-''

moving

(16:1 1-15; 17:4), and political barriers (16:30^0).

Jesus here without hindrance would be to

as

Judaism if it did not deal with these

general audience, busting through barrier

barriers

Ultimately,

beyond

(16:37). Closely tied

as

he is

portrayed

with this, is the

Johnson, Acts, 27.

'>Iote how

verse

1 1 may be

an

expansion

to

the list with Cretans and Arabs,

addition.

'Tor examples of these barriers

see

Kee. Good News Ends of Earth. 42-69.

possibly an

editorial
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success

and

reception

anticipation continues

dialogue concerning

of the witness of Jesus in
with the statement

Roman

no

(23:1 1),

and

finally

Paul will make it to Rome with the threats of weather,

the emperor
the divine

a

(27:22-24). All of this is

necessity that

seems

summarize Acts

following

on

a

to

whether

poisonous

Luke's part. He is

snake

clearly suggesting

nothing

will be able to

Luke's intention, for he makes

why is

Rome thus

he desired to

are

clarify that the Holy Spirit

systematically for understanding

described in 1 : 7-8. Fourth, he

sought

and controls this

guides

not

on a

seen as

related, and thus

pages, is indeed related to Jesus in

prepare the reader

centered, it is

and

as

no

mention

way? Why did Luke

the culmination?

reader for the remainder of the story in this way in order to

prepared the

gospel. Second,

is, centered

shipwreck

Caesar which

of Acts

show that his first and second volumes

who

accident

complete

the Structure

he did in 1 :8, and

as

Luke has

one

a

uncertainty

did Luke prepare the reader for the narrative in this

Why

in the

some

appeal to

reliable witness that he will stand in Rome before

no

to

Rome, the

Rome in Acts.

beyond

Concluding Reasons for

his

Paul's

the witness of Jesus must go to Rome, and

stop it. Paul's arriving there
of going

by

see

the direct statement of the exalted

doubt get him there. However, Luke throws in

bite. Nevertheless, Paul is assured

The

colony" (16:12).

Paul in 19:21 that he must

citizenship (22:22-29),

Jesus that Paul bear witness in Rome
will

by

"a Roman

Philippi,

to

a

Acts should be read in

who would be

paradoxical way. Third,

the

source

he desired to

establish up fi-ont the character of Jesus
The

Way is

Way
as

the

not money-

and

returning

Jesus.

Finally,

Luke

prepared the

reader in this way in order to tie up all loose ends that readers of Luke's

gospel might

feel exist between the transition fi-om Jesus'

pre-exalted ministry to

his

ongoing ministry through his followers.^^

That is,

specifically,

the

as

as

and it is not self-centered, but it is Christ-centered. That

historically resurrected, exalted

Luke summarized Acts

of

charismatic

and mission of the

growing community of believers.

power-centered

so

light

he

did, first,

to

replacement of Judas.

identify the

source

of the church's
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power. This power is clearK identified

The

is not

Holy Spirit

community

signs.

a means

Luke summarized Acts

as

to the

the narrative that will

outward in

an

Holy Spirit.

provide

the

and wonderfijl

end. which is spreading the witness of Jesus. Second,

of Jesus. It is made clear that the church is not

move

by boldness

he did in order to outline the mission

should be isolated fi-om the
will

actor in

an

Jesus and realized in the

of believers with power which is characterized

All of this is

ministry

power, but is

a

given by

as

pain and

ills of the world.

a

plan

of the

ongoing

country club religion which

They

instead

are

a

community that

inclusive fashion to all the known world at every level.

Rome itself is not the culmination of Luke's summarization. It is the unhindered

proclamation of the
This is the

general

case

exalted Jesus in Rome that is the culmination of this summarization.

for several

Luke

reasons.

and broader end-that is,

through

moves

a

the narrative fi-om the

have been

conquered

Roman character of Paul,

Paul

place

the narrative.

Beginning

moves

the

are

or

teachings

that is climactic for the story

"That is, Luke does

not

move

of Jesus not

tack

of the known world

are

witness unhindered. This is for every

made which

as a

to the ends of

another. Thus the instrumental Jewish-

where all barriers

the story line in

progressive

spreading

Christ in Rome expresses that all barriers

a

are

reason

climactically progressive fashion.^^

signal to

the reader that in Rome the ultimate

in Jerusalem where the laws of God

to encounter a

witnessing

unfolds.

a

fialfilling for

Numerous narrative hints

prepared

in

proclaim this

Moreover, Luke

will be met.

now

form

one

is able to

actively present,
climactic and

proclamation of Jesus

in the story in

a

series of barriers which cuhninate in Rome.

These barriers represent what hinders the witness of Jesus fi-om
the earth. The unhindered

particular to

toward

are

scriptural

only unhindered

to go

forth, the reader is

fiilfillment. It is this notion of

to

Rome, but

to the emperor

whole.

on a

climax, but gradually builds this literary device

as

the narrative
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CHAPTER 4

Establishment of the Exalted Jesus

Introduction
This

to

will focus

chapter

as a

on

whole. An

the establishment of the exalted Jesus

investigation of how

a

consider the structure of the narrative. Characters

in the narrative called
convey this

plot

of Jesus

illumined

as

plot. Morever, writers organize

to the reader.

by considering

Jesus

character in this

Luke's

in Luke's

presented

Function

generalized

intimately related

the text

using literary

in narrative

to the events

structures to

previously

identified and

presented

in

chapter

of other tools of characterization. The examination of

fiinction, his character type, and his relationship with Jesus

as

gospel.

on

the structure identified

climax and the

relationship

Character fiinction is the action
toward the

unfolding

function.' Based

on

as

preparation with

summarization and

and type of character he is

performed by a character

these

be understood

as a

character in Acts

findings,

as a

a

of the character of Jesus to this structure,
as

one can

as a

portrayed

which contributes

of a narrative. With this definition in mind,

actually fiinctioning

can

presented

will be in three parts: the establishment of the character

general fiinction of Jesus

sketch the

Jesus

are

character in

of Character

Based

Jesus is

structure

use

chapter

of the exalted Jesus and his

character is

as a

Therefore, this chapter will examine the general character

by the story's

three and
as a

Character in Acts

Character

the Book of Acts
must

as a

one

must

one can

in Acts.

significantly

determine if

whole, and if so, identify the

fiirther determine to what

degree

the exalted

character in Acts.

'As mentioned in chapter one, it is important to distinguish between a character and an actor in
narrative. Not all actors are actually characters. It would rarely be refuted that the person of Jesus is an
actor in the narrative. The question is whether or not the exalted Jesus-that is, primarily following the

ascension-continues

to

function

as a

character in the story.
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The Character of Jesus
Some

degree

concern

to which he

understood in the

may be raised about the nature of Jesus' character in Acts and the

functions

history

character in the story. Acts has been

as a

of interpretation

apostles and the birth of the church,
A. D. "The Acts of the
"Acts is not

really

Some have

Indeed,

as

Acts of the

Recently,

suggested

a

possibly

discontinuity

Nevertheless,

more

.

.

Holy Spirit"

structure, the

Thus the traditional

would be

Holy Spirit plays

living

saw

ministry

scholars have

more

a

A Bible

appropriate.'*
role in

significant

Holy Spirit

in

largely neglected

scholarship
as an

of Jesus and that of the

suggested that

Interpretation:

emphasized.^

a

way

Christ who continues what he

the break between Luke and Acts

between the

stating

much about the purpose of the

due in part to the influence and

recently

(Atlanta: John Knox, 1988),

this title

against

mistake to infer that Acts features the

William H. Willimon, Acts,

-

on

features Jesus. It is the

Conzelmann. Conzelmann
on

.

The character of Jesus in Acts, however, has been

Testament studies

emphasis

us

with the story of the

the title from the second century

apostles.

fails to tell

the title "The Acts of the

gospel of Luke

by

William H. Willimon argues

Apostles'

noted in the discussion

(Actsl : 1)."^

often indicated

primarily

the charismatic nature of Luke's story has been

the story. "Yet it would be
that the

concerned

concerned with the acts of all the

designation of 'The
work at hand.""

Apostles."

as

as

overwhelmingh

Luke did

began

in New

of Hans
intentional

apostles.^

emphasized continuity

Commentary for Teaching and Preaching

8.

'See example Roger Stronstad, The Charismatic Theology of St. Luke (Peabody: Hendrickson

Publishers, 1997).

"Regarding religious themes, Luke Timothy Johnson says little of the character of Jesus
14.
stating rather "Acts can appropriately be called the 'Book of the Holy Spirit.' Johnson, Acts,
'

in Acts,

Willimon, Acts, 8.

Conzelmann, The Theology of St. Luke, trans. Geoffrey Buswell (New York: Harper &
Row Publishers, 1960), 150. Johannes Munck represents those who hold a similar yiew-that is.
recognizing continuity but not considering this as evidence for interpretation. In a sense, emphasis should
be placed on discontinuity because "Luke is a gospel and Acts is a narrative about apostles." Munck, The
"

Acts, xvii.

Hans
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between his

two

volumes, specifically suggested by the prologue (Acts

Howard Marshall has described Acts "as standing in
God recorded in the Old Testament and with the

according

to

Marshall,

as

the

1:1-11).'

I.

continuity with the mighty acts

ministry

of Jesus."* Acts is

of

understood,

ongoing presentation of salvation history which

is its

specific

mission.^
The issue of continuity is
Acts. In Luke's

gospel,

the

in the

protagonist

heaven, only

to make

the least that Jesus is

certainly a problem with regard

Jesus is the central

story.'"

In the midst of the first

brief, unexpected
a

primary figure

to

Jesus

and what Jack

chapter of Acts

appearances. On this

alone,

as a

Kingsbury calls

Jesus returns to

one

could establish at

minor character to whom other characters in the story

make reference. Nevertheless, I

character in Acts based

on

three

see

reasons

for

understanding

evidence fi-om structure, narrative

character in

Jesus

as a

fi-equently
primary

theory and relationship

to

other characters.
Jesus
and the

be

a

can

teaching

primary

be established

it conveys. The

character in at least

and prepares the

apostles,

which it will be

through

primary

character in Acts based

on

literary

structure

previous

examination of structure has identified Jesus to

chapter

of Acts. It is this character which teaches

one

commissions them and details their mission and the method

accomplished-that is. Holy Spirit empowered witnessing

The action of this character,
cause

as a

specifically his commissioning

and

ascending,

of Jesus.

functions

as

the

for all that follows in the narrative. Furthermore, the structure of preparation

relationship of the two volumes Tannehill, Unity,
of discontinuity which Luke-Acts presents is not
between the Spirit empowered ministry of Jesus and that of the apostles but between the anticipatory
ministry of the prophets, including John the Baptist and this ongoing ministry of Jesus, both pre-exalted
and exalted. An explicit argument for this is that throughout Luke-Acts John was proclaimer of what was
to come and not the fulfillment. The Baptist's ministry was not messianic but prophetic in the tradition of
the Hebrew scriptures (Luke 3:15-17; Acts 1:5; 13:25; 18:24-19:7).
Tslote especially Tannehill's arguments

Volume Two, 4-8. Furthermore, it

*

seems

the

on

the

emphasis

Marshall, Acts Commentary. 23.

�^Marshall,
'�

Acts

Commentary.

23-25.

Kingsbury, Conflict in Luke. 14. A protagonist is "the chief character in a work, on whom our
Abrams, Glossary. 159. The character (or characters; character group) which is set in
conflict with the protagonist (such as the religious leaders in Luke) is called the antagonist.
interest centers."
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illumines that this mission is
the

and his

continuing ministry
of Jesus

ministry

people through
people hear,

plotted

the

continue his

out

in Acts, he remains
In

Holy Spirit.

at

as

a

sense, when

of his

they witness,

name.

expressed
in Luke's

guided

from

divine

a

point

gospel

Because this is the

and when the

speaks

Acts

are

always

about

The culmination of Jesus' mission is

least for the narrative, with the witness of Jesus in Rome. This is

mission because it is

in that

in the witness and his

Jesus

throughout

response to Jesus.

is

portrayed

actively present

Jesus has been heard." The testimonies
a

Savior

through the authority

to save

Jesus, and any response made is

realized,

ministry (1:1). Continuity

(1 :8)-that is, his ministry

witness of him

apostles

to

of view-that

a

successftil

is, by God's exahed Messiah

Jesus, directly through his witness, enabled by the Spirit he sends and directed by his hand

(7:54-60; 9:1-19; 16:6-10;

23:1

1).

Related to the structure is the

teaching

Dunn, the teaching of Acts places Jesus

it conveys, and

at the center

the other characters involved in the mission, such
revolve around this person and his
statements.

First: ".

does not have

a

.

.

single

teachings.

Acts does not focus

as

according to

James D. G.

of the narrative.'^ The mission and

the

Holy Spirit

and the

apostles,

Robert Tannehill makes two very different

on

the

same

central actor

as

Luke, and, indeed,

central character."''* Second:

Jesus, the central character of the story, departs at the ascension and from
that point will appear only briefly in visions. Although one might argue that
he is still, in a sense, the central character, because he is constantly
mentioned and is the center of conflict, the fact that he is
range of sight and sound

Whether

by

"

vision

or

major changes

beyond the

flesh-and-blood, these specific episodes (7:54-60; 9:1-19; 23:1 1)

Parsons, Departure of Jesus, 162.

'^ote improper response
remedied

causes

now

in the narrative.'^

to

the function of the

only by acknowledging submission

to Jesus as

Holy Spirit receives strict warning
Lord alone (8:18-24).

which may be

"Dunn, The Acts, xix.
Tannehill, Unity. Volume Two. 6.
Tannehill, Unity. Volume Two. 25. Among current literature, this is one of the few instances in
which Jesus is addressed and discussed,
although briefly, as a character in Acts. Therefore, the remainder
of this chapter will allude often to this position in order to illumine
my difference of opinion.
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emphasize Luke's purpose
status

in

portraying

Jesus in this

his apparent absence. In his excellent treatment of the ascension

narratives Mikeal C. Parsons

with this "absent but

struggles

the exalted Jesus in Acts.'^ Based upon the

believes Jesus functions in Acts

by

indeed
is

means

a

original

am not

interest in this

comfortable with

character in his fullest

as a

honor which

theories of Martin

"empty center."''

the

character in Acts who is

for my

contributes, I

as

literary

curiously present"

He

sees

of other characters' words and actions which

unique

reason

Jesus

Jesus maintains his exalted

and, from this divine point of view, he also maintains his involvement with his

followers, despite

Acts

manner.

points,

in my

to

study. However,
an

"empty

as

his

Kreiswirth,

Parsons

Jesus characterized in

moves

the

plot along.

Jesus is

in two locations at once, which
much

center." In

in Acts. He is not

sense

opinion,

seemingly present

fiinction of

as

I like what Parsons

fact. Acts

seems

to

portray

but he is exalted,

only divine,

an

character fimction in the story of

fiilly participant

Acts.

Jesus

can

be established

Characters in any story

are

as a

built in

a

time the writer takes to characterize

primary

character based

temporal

and

the readers accumulation of these traits. Thus, characters
"Too

failed to take sequence and accumulation
in Acts must take

portrayed

so

been

fully

not be
sees

fit to offer

in Acts

point

a

by the

reminder in

"

often, interpreters of Lukan character have

(where

sequence

a

the reader is in the story
to the

character

to be somewhat familiar with

fiiU blovm treatment of Jesus

reader since he has been

Parsons, Departure of Jesus. 160.

as a

fiiUy estabUshed

chapter one. Nevertheless,

Darr, On Character. 42.

cumulative. John Darr has

in the sequence of his story. The character of Jesus, has

Parsons, Departure of Jesus. 160-173.
"

and due in part to

(what has been read about and attributed

estabUshed in Luke. Thus,

expected

"telling"

are

far). Regarding Jesus in Acts, Luke expects his readers

the character of Jesus at this

theory.

seriously."'* Any interpretation of Jesus as

seriously both the

of Luke- Acts) and accumulation

narrative

process. The process is due in part to the

through "showing"

wonderfully developed this point saying:

on

character, would
in Luke. Luke

the story continues and Jesus
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fiinctions

as a

primary

character,

even

the central character in Luke- Acts.

provides additional traits about Jesus which

significant

are

to

interpretation.

of Jesus continues to accumulate for the reader of Acts, based

Luke's

Later in this

gospel.

Thus, Acts

on an

The character

assumed

reading

of

I will present the basic characterization of Jesus in

chapter

Luke and suggest ways in which the character has further accumulated in Acts.
Jesus

can

be established

as a

character based

his interaction and

on

relationship

with other characters in the narrative. Characters interact with other characters in the story
and if Jesus interacts, then he must be

a

character. I find several ways in which Jesus

interacts with other characters.
The first way Jesus interacts with other characters is

chapter

space is

one, more

to the

given

ascension. The instructions of Jesus

by

very

significant

to the

at

the onset with Jesus

news.

(1 :3-l 1) in

responsible

are

his

apostles

for

a

testified

as

role in this

forty days. Clearly

His mission in 1 :8 is rooted in his instructions for the

terms

for

of both present

passing

reality

and future

these instructions to the

promise.

an

allusion

empowerment. The idea of receiving power
It is

a

witness that

challenges

and

mission. Thus,

can

be

mission

witness

through

will face the

apostles

divine power not

fiirther suggests confirontation and

opposition.

For Acts, the

through guidance

power,

implying the

and the church in

only entails

ultimate

Luke is carefiil to

point

abandon his followers in his ascension. The idea that he is finished

left the

job to

his followers is

effectively, fiinctioning fully
'''E.g.,

Acts

never

as

suggested

and

kind of

carrying
triumph,

out the

but

out that Jesus does

working

and has

in the story. Instead, Jesus works

more

exalted Ruler and Savior from heaven. Jesus is still the

2:42^7; 4:32-35; 5:41^2.

-"Bauer. "Lectures."

apostles

(1:8) implies conflict and challenge

accomplished only by divine

opposition which
a

to

kingdom of

believing community.'^

The second way Jesus interacts wdth other characters is

not

plays

of the

instruction of Moses in Exodus 24:15-18, the divine Son of God instructs his

agents of good
God

instructing

to the event

role in the narrative

the structural element of summarization in 1 :8. Moreover, 1 :3

emphasis

instruction. In

apostles than

instruction of the

play a

through
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Savior but this is

be understood in

to

a

fuller way

exalted Jesus will remain active in the narrative

sovereign standpoint

as

he has

through this sovereign place

undergone

challenges

community.-' Thus,

that he is exalted

following chapter

mere

the believers will face

but

one

The

(4:12).

union with his Father

unique

of authority that Jesus pours out the

empowers his followers to succeed where

conflict and

a

now

now

from

a

It is

(2:36).

promised Spirit

and

human efforts would fail. Moreover, the

are

from both inside and outside the

Luke combines two themes in balance to this conflict-that of
unity

and prayer.
Jesus often
prayer
as

provides guidance

and empowerment

(1:14, 24-25; 4:23-31; 7:59-60; 10:9-23).^^

having

very strong

feelings

about the

In Luke's

Prayer

Jesus'

portrayed

it remains true for those

followers. The function of prayer is very

According

to Steven F.

Plymale,

significant

God works

was

in Acts

for the

expression of thankfulness
an

important part

distinguishing

to

as a means

God,

of ordination,

as

as a

both

sign

characteristic of devout

-'Luke does

not

attempt

Jesus

was

guiding

regular

was a

element of

of the Acts narrative.

of prayer to

Plymale

identifies

and spontaneous

eight

as a

in God's
reliable

Kingdom,

means

plans
ways in

an

offering to God,

of an imminent manifestation of God,

participants

his

bring

of preparation for service to God,
a

portrayed

his most devout

unfolding

through persons

know, confirm and fulfill the will of God, and

conflicts with considerable detail

as

responses to

practice

the foremost

for the salvation of the world to fiilfillment.^'* Furthermore,
which prayer functions in Acts:

gospel,

of prayer and in

importance

consistent and inveterate person of prayer.^^

ministry and

through direct

as

a

as a means

to

of communication with

portray the beUeving community as flawless, but portrays its internal
(Acts 4:32-5:16; 6:1-7; 13:13; 15:1-35, 36-41).

to

^^For other verses emphasizing prayer, see 2:42; 3:1; 6:4-6; 8:15, 22-24; 9:1 1, 40; 10:2^,
30-31; 12:5; 13:3; 14:23; 16:13-16, 25; 20:36; 21:5; 22:17; 28:8.

^E.g., 3:21-22; 5:16; 6:12-16,

27-28; 9:18-22, 28-30; 11:2; 18:1-14; 19:46; 20:47; 22:32,

39-46; 23:34-46.
^

Peter

Steven F

Plymale, The Prayer

Lang, 1991), 110.

Texts of Luke- Acts, American

University

Studies 7

(New York:
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the divine.^^
Linked with this theme of prayer

however, is the theme of confidence in the

continuation of the Christian witness. We have

believers in the will of God
to

empowerment. Luke

39-46.
even

SpecificalK

as

it did Jesus in Luke's

seems

to

that prayer fimctions to

gospel,

in this direction

point

in Acts, boldness is

in the midst of persecution

a

result of the

but it is also

even

specifically (7:55-60).

immediately to

the prayers of devout

The exahed Jesus is

men

and

The

following.

non-beUeving community

women

portrayed

and that it is

Apostles." Although Acts portrays
recognized

as

responds

and

through conflict, specifically
resistance

are

the most

arrayed against

teUing

indication in

is in 9:5, "Saul,

why

a

to

see

this

as

are

Spirit empowered people,
only

are

the "Acts of the

Jesus is the

only

character

the characters in the story world

but also the reader. Thus, conflict in the story of Acts is

the character of Jesus. Those who

the person of Jesus. Those who

respond

reject

to the witness of the

the witness of the

apostles

apostles

are

are

in the

over

responding to

same sense

Jesus.

This evidence
narrative of Acts

Holy Spirit

on

interaction

foUowing the

Such evidence leads
the

who

beUeving community experiences

improper

Lord and Savior. Not

expected to recognize this,

rejecting

as one

me?" Luke wants to be clear that his second volume portrays the

continuing ministry of Jesus

to be

presence and prayer,

provide guidance

to

expected. However,

as

Acts that it is Jesus whom these opponents

persecuting

linked

witness.

to

in relation to those outside his

you

fi-equently

in Luke 9:28-36; 22:31-32,

Holy Spirit's

The third way Jesus interacts with other characters is

fi-om the

guide

(2:14; 3:1; 4:8; 23-35). Stephen, for instance directs his

prayer to Jesus

empowerment

seen

as

directly

portrayed

signifies that

ascension

into

a

Jesus remains

by interacting

discussion

on

an

active character in the

with other characters in the story.

the fiinction of Jesus in

relationship to

in Acts.

-^I have summarized each of Plymale's

points, Plymale.

Prayer Texts. 110-1 14.
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Relationship

to

the Holv Spirit

The most notable way in which Jesus functions in Acts has to do with his

ambiguous relationship

because it is not

ambiguous
the

with the character of the

Spirit. Furthermore,

overemphasize
The

Holy Spirit

see,

the

is

a

question the

characters

ambiguous.

function but is clear

is further confused
As far

seems

the

emphasis

make

of the

salvation.^' However, the

healing

in 3:6 is in

Spirit (4:8)
name

no

from the

use

is

two

pre-exalted

Spirit

in Acts,

as

work and

in Luke's

no

and

^^Shepherd

does not

will

directly

specifically that
to

emphasize

is

ambiguous

seen

this
as

to

in the ascension

Holy

on

name

proclamation whereas

of Jesus and the

the

emphasis

explanation (proclamation)
name

implicit

(4:12). Thus,

use

of the

exalted

Spirit's
name

authority of the

the

continuing

naturally diEBcuh

to

name

example,

it
is

the

by the Holy

expUcit

use

of the

action in the narrative resuh

of Jesus

points to

the

character of Jesus. The

functions to enable Jesus'

serves as

of the

is enabled

both Luke's

Spirit,

ministry (Luke 4:1;

presence of Jesus

reUabihty
Holy
Acts

(3:19), the unique

distinguish.

explicitly argue for the Holy Spirit as the primary acting character in Lukeon
establishing the Spirit as a character for the narrative. Shepherd^

Acts, but focuses his argument
Narrative Function of HS.

-'Bauer, "Lectures."

as we

the distinction between Jesus and the

work of Jesus. The

gospel,

role of the two characters is

be

but

role of these two

relationship
as can

primary.

as

of the "name of Jesus" in the narrative.

other

now

1:1-2, 8). Because the Spirit

The

it is

often coalesce and work hand-in-hand. For

previous and continuing

of the

his role

argued,

ambiguity was

regarding uniqueness

other name, the

explicit

has

evidence fi-om structure,

Holy Spirit.

in the past to

interpreters

making the unique

distinction between the

a

Spirit

with salvation in

of Jesus and the

on

Spirit. Furthermore,

by the

as one can

Shepherd

as

is

function of Jesus from

essentially equating

indicate Luke's purpose for

to

of Jesus and decent of the

Spirit

based

answer

relationship

primary acting character.^^ Thus,

between Jesus and the

relationship

unity regarding

the

purpose Luke had for

An

seems

as

has led

relationship

in Acts,

This

distinguish the

main character in the narrative

to

identified above,

this

Holy Spirit

does not fimction

Spirit

easy task to

an

recognizing

the role of the

significant

close

not

always

Holy Spirit.
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For lack of a better term, it is evident that the
as

he relates

fimctions

as

to

Jesus, is

the

divine power for

Holy Spirit, according
Father

as

to

ministry agent

a

"good gift" (Luke

as

1 1

the

witness for Jesus will

24:44-49).-'^ Thus,
witness

bring

by the

out

certain

suffering

:13) and

a

promised gift fi-om the

at

his

baptism (Luke

(Acts 2:33). The command

for the followers

as

it did for Jesus

it is necessary that Jesus' followers be endued with the

Jesus himself and this is

as

exalted Jesus

portrayed by

Luke

as a

good gift for

a

manifestation and expression of the

Shepherd
tension

has

throughout

acknowledged this

fatherly

fimction of the

Luke- Acts between the

love of God

Spirit.

be

a

power for

monumental
a

(3:19).^'

"To be sure, there is

portrait of the Spirit

to

(Luke

same

mission.^" The presence of the Holy Spirit in the midst of the
growing church is

continuing

Spirit

promise of the Father.-* The

(Luke 24:49), previously received by Jesus from the Father

3:22; Acts 2:32) and is poured

Holy Spirit,

of Jesus. It is in this way that the

proclamation understood

Luke, is

function of the

primary

as an

a

agent and the

-*Note Luke's consistent and emphasized

use of familial language in Luke 3:11
"my beloved son,
specific movement from "God" to "Father." Thus, Luke,
here and elsewhere, wants to convey that the relationship of the Holy Spirit to the exalted Jesus is intimate
and dynamic. Moreover, this is a familial dynamic in which followers of Jesus are
incorporated as they too

in thee I

am

well-pleased"

and in Acts 2:33 the

receive.

-'As should be clear from the analysis of structure, the activity of the Holy Spirit is

not simply
example in this regard. The activity of the Spirit involves also the
Old Testament ceremonial cultic language of the "cleansing of the heart." This relates specifically to
relationship between the fiinction of the Spirit to the structure of generalized climax. The Holy Spirit
enables all barriers of the good news of Jesus to be dismantled. What is implicitly involved in this
language is the attempt of the Old Testament cult to tear down all barriers between Yahweh and the
human spirit. The Holy Spirit provides the victory over this opposition toward God, providing a profound
personal relationship and fellowship between God and the individual due to the now indwelling Spirit of

empowerment. Acts 15:8 is

an

excellent

God.

'"Luke wants the reader to notice comparisons between the baptism of Jesus in Luke 3:21-22;
4:1, 14-15 and the baptism of the believing community in Acts 2:1-6. Some of these comparisons include

community of people being baptized, in prayer, the Holy Spirit descending from heaven with resulting
(((xovTi) and resting upon the persons, and with all of this resulting in ministry. For thematic
parallels between Luke and Acts, see chart in Stronstad. Charismatic Luke. 34. This parallel might
suggest that Luke wants to emphasize ministry of Jesus in Luke and ministry of apostles in Acts.
However, the increase in Spirit led activity through the apostles does not necessarily decrease the activity
a

sound

of Jesus in Acts.

"This points
Pentecost,

1:4-5).

as

it is the

to

the

day

of

significance

of Jesus

thanksgiving

of good

instructing the disciples to wait, specifically for
gifts from God in terms of the harvest (Luke 24:49;

Acts
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portrait of the Spirit
is

Holy Spirit
where the

a

contributor

major

is

Holy Spirit

behalf of the

(thus

a

independent actor."^- Ahhough

as an

character), but he functions

with the

or

ministry

unfolding
as an

portrayed

impUcitly through the

independent

as

the

agency of the

proclamation of this

reaUzed

name

presence and work of the exalted

be

as

"agent." Thus it

misleading.^^ Based on the

distinct fiinctions of agency

king

come

helpful to qualify the

structural fiinction of the

be identified in which the

Holy spirit

acts

as an

catalyst

which

actor in the

the

plot

the Acts narrative,

Acts is concerned

from sin and

by the Holy Spirit

Holy Spirit above,
Spirit

proclamation.

Spirit

on

and

nature of this agency so not to

of the

Jesus pours out the

acting

with the identification of the

The

a

even

Jesus.^^

First, the Holy Spirit

is

an

save

message is enabled

person of the exalted Jesus.

Spirit

actor in

able to

ministry and
coming

is

that the

of Jesus for individuals, which indicates the continued

may be

can

Holy Spirit

Holy Spirit.^"*

a

Connotations, both proper and improper, may

Holy Spirit

it appears that

actor, he is still

primary divine

of Jesus and God's messiah-that is,

the authoritative

plot,

Shepherd

agent for the continuing ministry of the exalted

as an

reconcile to the Father. The

by

of Luke's

of the exalted Jesus.^^ Indeed, the

ministry

explicitly

the

portrayed directly

Jesus. Thus, it is Jesus who is
either

to

I agree with

for

causes

the

As

a

acts

on

least six

behalf of the

as an

agent of change.

result of his ascent

proclamation and

agent of witness. This is understood in

acts

at

(1 :9-l 1),

what follows. Second, the

terms

of proclaiming the

"Shepherd. Narrative Function of HS, 92.

"E.g.,

Acts 8:14-17;

13:2; 19:1-6; 20:28.

argued, based on passages like Acts 2:22-36, which highly emphasize God's action,
that ultimately God is the primary actor with Jesus the agent of salvation and the Holy Spirit the agent of
proclamation. Nevertheless, Acts does not portray God clearly as a character as it does with Jesus and the
Holy Spirit. God the Father is a recognized actor, usually from indirect statements, but Acts does not
portray God as a character. Luke's structure of Acts as a whole sets Jesus as a major character and the
primary actor for the narrative.
'��it could be

''This

concern

of Acts

as

centered

on

continuing ministry of Jesus is in contrast to other
Acts being on the ministry of the disciples and Holy

the

popular interpretations, such as Luke's focus in
Spirit. See for example Stronstad. Charismatic Luke.
'*! want to avoid

insignificant,

34-35.

misleading assumptions that

and to suggest that
agency involves

agency renders the character of the

partnership

with

designated leadership.

Holy Spirit

as
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ongoing ministry

of the exahed Jesus

specifically through Spirit empowerment.

evidence Irom structure suggests, witness has to do also with the
on

racial, social and economic levels. Third, the Holy Spirit

confirmation. Confirmation is

in terms of the twelve

seen

tearing

acts as an

As

down of barriers

agent of

apostles (1:15-26; 5:4-13;

8:14-17) and inclusion into the community of believers (8:26-40; 10:1-48). Fourth, the

Holy Spirit

agent of salvation and heaUng. This is intimately related

acts as an

function of the

name

of Jesus in Acts

as seen

previously. Fifth,

the

Holy Spirit

to the
acts as

an

agent of judgment inside and outside the community regarding conflict with the exahed

Jesus.^' Sixth, the Holy Spirit
mission

acts

agent for direction and guidance which leads

as an

to

accomplished (13:2, 4; 15:8-9; 28; 16:6).

The Function of Jesus

Having

clarifying

the

established Jesus

relationship

function of Jesus in Acts.

ftinctioning

as a

of Jesus and the

Shepherd

has

Holy Spirit,

pointed

out,

characterization go hand-in-hand with "the main
main function

story
is

to

of the

character .""^^ As

determine the main

mainly

concerned with

concern

bringing

function of Jesus is illumined
character of Jesus functions
exahed

royal Son,

Jesus is

anointed Savior-Prince

as

as a

whole and

identify the primary

have many others, that
of the narrative

plot

and

becoming

the

have seen, Jesus acts within the structure of the

of the narrative. The story revolves around Jesus and

by the plot

as

one can

concern

persons under the

and the

the exahed

made, in

over

we

character in Acts

a new

all creation

authority of Jesus. Thus,

concern

(Acts 2:36).

Sovereign
He is

God in heaven. As the

Ruler and

ruUng

fi-om

an

divinely
eternal throne in

heaven. Thus, Jesus' rule is forever. All of this is communicated to the reader

attributing

titles to Jesus then

"Shepherd
the

filling

them with

meaning

primary

of the narrative. In Acts, the

royal Son of the Father
way, both

the

by

which substantiate the actions of

argues for the characterization of the Holy Spirit based
is intimately involved in conflict episodes (and without

on

the element of conflict.

Although
Spirit
objection a character), my
findings suggest, as seen so far, such conflicts were primarily with the person and work of Jesus as
specifically specified in Acts 9:5. Shepherd. Narrative Function of HS, 94-97. See also 4:13-22; 5:27-32
as examples regarding conflict over resurrection of Jesus and name of Jesus.

''Emphasis added. Shepherd,

Narrative Function of HS. 246.
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Jesus

Acts. If any doubt remained in the reader's mind in Luke, the exahation

throughout

of Jesus to the
the fixed

authorhy

He is

giving

right

presupposition

properly viewed

Ruler

as

of world-wide

supported by

evangelism

structural evidence. Luke portrays Jesus

in the context of his ascension. The

of a world-wide mission is that this whole world is under the

control of the resurrected and exahed Son of the Creator God. The world

belongs to

him de

jure.

Now persons need to be

brought

under the Son's

control.^* One way in which God estabUshes the fact that he is
Jesus Christ

death held
Jesus is

over

over

the world is

no

ruling sovereignly. Bringing

Jesus rules
As
as

by raising

the world. Death

authority of Jesus

as

all.

over

Sovereign

promise

a

hand of God settles it. The exahed Jesus is to be

him from the dead,

longer

now

exercises control

over

persons out from under the

will be the dominant mission of the present

theological

sovereign

as a

whole

sovereign

ruling through his

breaking

as

Son

the power which

the world but

now

of death to the

authority

Kingdom of God

over

which

(1:8).

Sovereign Ruler,

Jesus is

primarily portrayed

as

exahed Lord and he functions

Savior because he is the exahed Son. Peter stresses this in Acts 2:17-36. He becomes
his exahation, the
way, at his exahation. Because he has been made Lord at

Lord, in

a new

promise

Joel gave centuries before is reahzed "that everyone who calls

Lord shall be saved" (Acts
will be saved. This

of both

recurring

sovereign Ruler

in Jesus' ongomg,

2:21) -that is,

everyone who

appeals to

on

Jesus

the

as

name

of the

exahed Lord

title of "Lord" expresses Jesus' fiinction in the story in terms

and Savior."" Realization of this

sovereign authority is expressed

divinely authoritative ministry by the recurring phrase

"the

name

of

Jesus.'""
Jesus rules to the ends of the earth and is the savior of all its inhabitants. At his

administration, Jesus has

a

variety of servants

or

agents through whom he works. Through

''Bauer, "Lectures."
*Note especially references

to

"Lord Jesus": Acts 1:21; 4:33; 7:59; 8:16; 9:17; 11:17, 20; 15:11,

26; 16:31; 19:5, 13, 17; 20:21, 24, 35; 21:13; 28:31.

"'E.g.,

Acts

2:38; 3:6; 4:10-12, 18; 5:40; 8:12; 9:27; 10:48; 16:18; 26:9.
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his divine

and

working
as

Spirit

present with the apostles through whom he ministers. Jesus is

he is

actively fimctioning through these agents in

inactive in the process of world-wide

not to

this

give

impression.

his apparent absence,

Jesus pours out his

answers

vsdtness about him. stands

of his obedient servants,

as

they

do and is

Luke has gone to

Spirh

upon his

an

never

portrayed

elaborate extent

followers, still heals despite

prayers offered in his name, commands his followers to

witness to the u"onic

confronts those

encourages his servants in the

necessity

likewise fimction to express the divine
of Jesus,

evangehsm.

all

stoning

of Stephen, directs the witness

who stand in the way of his

mission, and

and the surety of his mission. All of these actions

point

of view in Acts

as

primarily the point

of view

trait Luke attributes to Jesus in the story of Acts.

a

Type of Character
Character type is

generally determined by considering

the traits which the writer

contributes to the character. As mentioned above, these traits aid the reader in building the

character,

as

the writer

anticipates, through the temporal act

of reading. Thus,

character will be very different at the conclusion of a story than at the

section I will focus this examination of the exahed Jesus

by the

beginning.

his character type

as

complex
In this

illumined

traits attributed to him.
E. M. Forster's Aspects of the Novel

sunple

on

a

and

complex character types."*-

The

simple

dimensional. The flat character is built upon
caricature

or

round. The
Forster

type.'*^

more

warns

The

was

a

among the first to

character is said to be flat-that is,

single

idea and is

complex character, according

to

a

flat character

can

pretend to

commonly referred

one

to

Forster, is two-dimensional

traits attributed the characters, the rounder

that

distinguish between

as a

or

they become. However,

be round. The test, says Forster, is

Forster. Aspects Novel. 103-1 18.
to the "type" of character in this section, I am not referring to a one-dimensional
but
to
the identification of the character as either of simple or complex type. Later, I
flat character type
to
refer more precisely to the character's placement on a continuum of
will distinguish "type"

�"When I refer

characteristics.
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whether
a

not

or

the character "is

character must

According

to

change

or

act

capable

of surprising in

outside the reader's

is he attributed

does not

expectations

and do

so

number of complex traits for

a

upon the reader of the

surprise

obviously
see

along

a

a

Jesus

will see, not

as we

story. Moreover, Jesus is

surprise,

convmcingly.

character in any story, he is also

a

per se, but he does accumulate

change

To

scholars, especially those who

Umited and removed way for the story. However,

m a

of convincing

convincing way.'"*"*

Forster's system of character type, the exahed Jesus hi Acts is

round character. This may be debatable to many

functioning

a

only

capable

character which

the schema John Darr has

suggested.'*^
Forster's

frequently used,

designation between
has been criticized

as

flat and round characters,
not

going

far

ahhough helpful and

enough.'*^ Thus,

in

attempt

an

iUumine the character type of Jesus in Acts, I have taken my lead from WilUam

adaption of Baruch Hochman's comprehensive eight-fold scheme."*^
continua of polar

continuum

opposites.
less

as more or

described in turn

as

The character is illumined

resembUng

I attempt to

plot

one

pole

or

by

"showing"

and

"telling" to

Forster's method.''*

to

place

another. Each of these

Shepherd's

it

poles

on

eight
each

wUl be

the character of Jesus into this system. In what

foUows, I wiU first examine the general traits attributed
caUed

to

The scheme is

by attempting

stUl

to Jesus

by the

process often

illumine the roundness of the exahed Jesus understood

Then, I wiU examine this character in

terms

of each of these

eight

Forster. Aspects Novel, 118.

"'Darr calls his scheme of character accumulation "anticipation and retrospection." This is the
with the
process of building characters based on the dialectic of previous information
accumulation of new information. Darr. On Character, 30.

reading

"*

Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS, 68.

"'Shepherd adapts

Hochman's scheme

by merging insights

from the social-scientific

approaches

Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS, 69-78, 250-53; Baruch Hochman, Character in
Literature (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985); David B. Gowler, Host. Guest. Enemy and Friend:

of David B. Gowler.

Potraits of the Pharisees in Luke and Acts. Emory Studies in

Early Christianity,

Vol. 2

(New York:

Peter

Lang, 1991).
"'Forster's method is used here

highly

influenced

by

Robert

starting point. However, the degree of this characterization
Gowler, Robert Brawley and Bruce Malina.

as a

Alter, David

is
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poles understood by Shepherds's adapted method.

Traits Attributed to Jesus
The trahs attributed to the exahed Jesus

writer's

something
reader

of "showing" and

use

about

plays

a

a

"teUing."

by

Luke

role in

making

identified easiest

by the

When the writer wants to show the reader

character, the character is portrayed

major

are

as

acting

inferences fi"om this indirect

character. When the writer wants to tell the reader

something

speaking. Thus,

or

presentation about

about

a

the
the

character, the writer

has another character in the story, often the narrator, describe the person. Thus, the role of
the reader is

significantly reduced

method of "telling.""^ An

expUcit

scale of rehability set forth

by

a

indweh
the

exists
and

describing

reUable witness should thus hold

accumulation of data. As

on

interpreter

what

scale

only

more

to

they

building process through this

take this method fiirther

Regarding "telling," the

another is

will see, in Acts

by the Holy Spirit and

reUabilhy
a

we

can

Robert Alter.^''

consider whether the character
from

in the character

weight
as

a

would be

a

on

direct and

expUcit

Certainty the weightiest

includes the narrator. David Gowler

points

a

interpreter's

with Luke, rehable characters

say about someone,

statement about

the

reader must

in the reader's and

are

specifically Jesus,

the reliable voice of God.^' Thus,

the other."

by applying

reliable witness. Characterization

complex paradigm between reUabihty and authority

exphcitness

more

on

one

the

should

one

those

is second

recognize

there

hand and directness

evidence for characterization

character from

a

divine character, which

out that direct statements from the divine

are:

critical part in the characterization because it creates m the mind of the
reader an expUcit, rational, and authoritative impression of the character.
are especiaUy important during the initial stages of the
Such
a

descriptions

has

an

"'

Kingsbury, Conflict in Luke, 9.

'"

Alter. Art of Biblical Narrative. 1 16-30.

''The voice of the narrator is often held at divine status in biblical narratives as the narrator also
omniscient perspective of the characters and the stories beginning and end. Cf the position of the
.

questionable reliability of the
"David Gowler does

"Characterization."

Lukan narrator in Dawsey. Lukan Voice.
a

very

good job defining and illustrating this paradigmatic model Gowler,
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narrative, because initial information has
reader's perception of a character.^^
Since actions of another character in the story

a

are

crucial influence upon the

impHch

and indu-ect for

characterization, the least weight of evidence would be given
unreliable character, such
In

as

the opponents of Jesus in Luke- Acts.

Acts, both methods of "showing" and "telhng"

The rehable narrator

develops

from the onset of the mission
the narrator and narratee
1:1-5 the

formally

the

relationship

through its
is

and

is

as

the story

relationship

by the

along

between

indicated in 1 : 1 In
.

Jesus of Acts wUl be the
narrator

same

Jesus

continue to attribute

sovereign guide ( 1 :9-l 1 ; 7:55; 1 6:7).

expUcitly and impUcitly designated by the

positive growth the community

by guiding

estabUshed

previously

saving prince,

used to characterize Jesus.

cuhnination at Rome. The

Direct statements

Gospel.

are

with the reader

"teUing" begins by indicating that the

Jesus the traits of teacher,
is also

a

(Theophilus)

estabUshed in the

to the actions of an

narrator as the most

significant

Jesus

reason

for

experiencing (2:47; 5:14; 6:7; 9:31; 12:2, 24; 13:52;

16:5; 19:20).
Characters in Acts who

filled with the

are

Holy Spirit

are

characters, including Peter, Stephen, Paul, and the community
Peter, Jesus is the exahed Prince of God the Father. He is
from

holy scripture,

whom God has honored

authority over creation.^'* Among
the reader. These clues

point

to

these

by raismg

descriptions,

a

portrayed

as a

whole.

suffering

certam

key titles

toward his

serve as

(prince, Lord,

and

ruler). These expUch thles imply other trahs. His trustworthiness and

is healer

(9:34)

and

forgiver (7:60).

His

royal thles imply

uhunate victor

(1 :8-l 1). The community

Jesus is God's

holy

also noted

"

as a

servant

devout and

as a

status

3:1

aU

clues for

that he is judge

exahed one,

mercy

imply he

(5:1-1 1) and

whole, fiUed with the Spuit, confirmed that

predestmed for both suffermg
spirit-fiUed beUever,

and

victory (4:24-31). Stephen,

whnesses to the

authority of Jesus

Gowler, "Characterization," 55.

'"E.g., 2:22-36;

given

(holy, righteous,

glorified servant)

royal

to

declared

from the dead, and has

and

point

reUable

According

servant

his holiness, trustworthiness and mercy

while others

as

1-26; 4:8-12; 5:9, 30-32; 9:34; 10:38^3; 11:16; 12:11; 15:11.

to save
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the soul,

sins and make

forgive

of Paul,

as

divinely

anointed

God

he is

portrayed

king.^^

(from which he

and second the

filled with the
Not

are

to

seems

glean

(9:20).

his

of Jesus

Holy Spu-h

Jesus. As in the LXX, the
ui

understood

primarily

as

God's anomted

holy

Sphit portrayed

Holy Spu-h

confirming

Spu-U

is also

authorhative

from

sui

and

language

through

who quote them

so

his exahation,

easily

sure

portrayed

ui

the

exphchly makes

a

are

are

contrast between theu-

for this conclusion

authorhy

m

opposhion

so

to urge

to God

Shepherd

is

to

as

the

pointed out,
reliabihty

of

unphed

voice and
as

the

as

King

of Israel, savior

mterpreted properly because

are

are

portrayed

portrayed

apostles,

as

m

as

unrehable

'E.g., 9:22; 13:23-41; 16:31; 17:30-31;

Spirit.

(4:2, 13;

from various groups, but

and God's

authority

authority.

is greatest

Moreover

(4:19-20;

is greatest. The narrative

this du-ection the

gives good

apostles represent.

All

hot-headed, unjust, manipulative and self-

18:5.

Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS. 247.

those

from the Council of rehgious leaders.

authorhy

the reader

portrayed

used in

Holy SpirU (4:24-26; 8:32-33;

uivolved. The authorhy which the behevmg community knows and

'

has

of Jesus from the LXX

of authorhy

the testunony is added from rehable whnesses whose

reason

(4:24-3 1).

of the Jewish tradUion and frill of the

opposUion comes

5:28-32). God's authority, accordmg

whole, when

Prmce of his Father God's creation.

5:28, 34-39; 6:14; 17:7; 19:13-15). Opponents
the most adamant and consistent

a

rehable characters for the

in Luke- Acts

place

Scriptures

in the story

of

Jesus the characteristic of God's anointed.

to

sovereign

these

servant

for the reader the trustworthiness of the exahed

The opponents of Jesus and his followers

Luke

as

servant

hhnseif As

Scripture. Testunony

is that Jesus is

Furthermore, the reader is

suffering

in Luke-Acts is to confirm for the reader the

18:28). Prunarily these testimonies attribute
in this

Christ-that is, Israel's

believmg community as

Acts is thus considered rehable du-ect statements of the

Imphed

as

For the character

personal understanding of ministry 20:24; 26:23),

those filled with the

the narrative.^^ This uivolves

presence of God

promises (7:52, 56, 59-60).

In addhion, the

characterization of Jesus, but also the
the function of the

his

This suggests for Paul that Jesus is first the

Spu-U, testify

only

on

in Acts, Jesus is

of God

son

good

experiences

is devout.
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peaceful. Spirit-filled, and self-giving. However, Luke makes
Jewish readers that these authorhies which oppose God
Christ that

they

oppose. This is

(5:33-42) and the

sermon

human-centered

myopic

manipulation of people.

characters

stordng

serves

of Stephen

The focus of Acts

this purpose

GamaUel's

ui

condone it. Thus,

gives

some

Acts, genuuie authority is

points toward

is,

focused and the

to urge readers to

serves

physical

to urge the

about what

not

m

theu-

gauied by the

sovereign

as

spu-Uually

focused

and the

spirhual."

reader not to take such

they

to Jesus supreme

is

Gamaliel

submit to the true

the words of Gamahel

although lackmg rehabihty

Jesus, theu- opposition unphcitly attributes

Jesus Christ

of

is God and his

episodes concerning

heaven and earth, the

rehabihty to

not clear h

concerns

(7:35-60). Theu- failure

physically

pohcy of wah-and-see actuaUy

The text

m

Acts-that

over

in the

clearly

attention, whereas

of Jesus who stands

authority

most

This contrastuig motif of the

authority.

poshion.

and

seen

are

note for the

(5:34), but does

say

a

not

directly concerning

authority over the Kingdom

of God.

opposhion relates nicely to

This

another narrative tool used

characterize Jesus: pouit of view.^* The divme pouit of view

ui

by

Luke to

the story of Acts is the

pomt of view of Jesus. As God uistructed Moses for forty days, Jesus hkewise instructs his
In

apostles.

a

sunilar manner,

Moses and Aaron to lead

prunarily his apostles to
the

right hand

unique unity
to rule

as

as

people,

lead

Jesus is

as a

havmg placed

Exodus

portrayed

spiritually focused

who

right

Jesus

see

ui

Jesus

as

any other character in the story as primary authority
Luke (1:8-1 1; 7:54-60; 9:1-19; 22:17-21; 23:11).

''For the

relationship between

Acts

character

the

over

through

workmg through

regal type language,

hand. This

the

nuracles

the narrative Jesus is the Son, seated at

place

the divine pomt of view for the story. Jesus is

"It is the

m

workmg

resuh of the ascension. Both

but whh Jesus at the

Son

ui

heaven. This is

m

of the Father and Son

Sovereigns

so

portrayed

people. Throughout

of the Father God

ruhng through the
Jesus

a

God is

as

which portrays

are

signifies that

a

upon the throne

the Father is

of authorhy. Thus, Luke portrays

recognized throughout

the story,

primary acting participant in this world. Seeing
Kingdom of God is severely criticized by

the

point of view

and divine

point

of view,

especially

understood in the Old Testament see Sternberg, Poetics of Biblical Narrative, 129-180. For
introduction to point of view in general see Powell. Narrative Criticism? 23-26.

an

as
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although generaUy unseen by others,
mission. His

point

of view is all that matters hi the end.

prayer to Jesus for the

foUowers

are m

actively workmg

as

forgiveness

reahty persecuting

of those
Jesus

murdering

among his

Stephen

people

to achieve

addresses his

his

mtercessor\

him. Those who persecute his

(7:54-60; 9:4-5).

Stylization/Naturahsm
The character of Jesus

stylized

Luke attempts to present him.

the character conforms to

or

a

life. This mimic may

highly stylized

m

portrayed

To

help

expectations

more

natural-that

undergo change

character would conform

previous precedent.

narrow

Acts conform to the reader's

be illummed

can

by identifymg

Stylization/Naturahsm refers

breaks from the

character would be said to be

everyday

hi Acts

portrayed

this,

to

one

expectations

to the

is,

a

expectations

to which

stylized

mimic of a real person in

surprismg,

whereas

of the reader based

on a

ask: How does the character of Jesus

might
based

degree

of the reader.^^ A less

which may at tunes be

the

how

on

the

hterary precedent

of Luke's

gospel?
The reader of Luke- Acts

Luke, Jesus is portrayed hi

Acts

sees a

as

highly styhzed presentation of Jesus

suffermg

authorities, but uhimately victorious

over

servant

them

5:27^2). Although not restricted from change

ui

surprisuig,

are ui

Une with Jesus

as we

portrayed

Shepherd. Narrative Function of HS, 7 1

.

m

conflict with

terms of wisdom and power

the what the reader of Luke-Acts would expect. His
tunes

(3:13; 4:30),

in Acts. As in

rehgious

(3:1 1-4:22;

wiU see, Jesus does not break from

concerns

hi Luke.

and actions,

ahhough

at
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Coherence/Incoherence

Coherence/Incoherence refers
consistent whhin the

consistent

manner

the characters

might

are

narrative.^" Characters

throughout
going

ask: What is the

ways does h express

The

portrah

to be

unity

or

Nothing

to which the character is

coherent if they act

are

To

narrow

of consistency hi the

speak

or

this

regardhig

portrah

Jesus

presented
m a

how

never sure

m

as

Acts,

of Jesus hi Acts, and

one

m

what

disunity with Luke's gospel?

of Jesus is
as a

degree

the narrative and mcoherent if the reader is

portrayed.

degree

narrative of Luke-Acts

and actions.

to the

highly consistent

whhin the narrative of Acts and whh the

whole. He is characterized

he does

seems

to break

as

clearly

consistent with his words

from what the reader would expect of Jesus.

However, the reader does WTcstle whh abrupt appearances of Jesus through visions when
he is

m

heaven

accordhig to chapter one.

to demonstrate the active

the

story-line.

He pops

m

This mild mcoherence

ongohig ministry

of Jesus and the ever-present eye he

and out of the story

givhig honor, truth, dkection,

for Luke

serves

as

he deskes to act hi

and encouragement

a

as a

way

keeps

on

consistent manner,

(7:54-60; 9:1-19; 22:17-21;

23:1

1).

Wholeness/Fragmentariness

Wholeness/Fragmentarmess

complete picture

of the character.^' Characters

wrher wiU

mtentionaUy

above, the

most

character from

a

leave gaps

m

degree

rehable character

m

What is the

question:

whole

of Jesus hi Acts?

to which the reader

can never

be

enth-ely whole,

can

build

a

but often the

characterization for the reader to fiU.^^ As discussed

useftil tools used to build characters

answermg the

picture

refers to the

are

the story. Focus

degree

on

direct statements about the
Jesus hi Acts

to which Luke

The apparent absence of the character of Jesus

m

can

be iUummed

presents the reader whh

Acts

might

by

a

mdicate to the casual

^Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS, 74.
^'Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS.

74.

"The element of gaps in narrative and how they function has received considerable attention.
the
many who have addressed this issue are: Sternberg. Poetics of Biblical Narrative, 186-263;
Among
Reading,
1-36; Iser, Implied Reader.
Kurz,
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reader

large

gaps in the characterization of Jesus

find this to be the

extensive treatment

clearly points

to

for the

case

the

the

ui

assumption

of a character is vital to

him

as

Jesus

m

to the
a

first,

his

hi the lives of the

Fu-st, the character of Jesus is given

picture
not

only

through the Holy Spirit

community

of preparation

relationship

of the character. Third, the

fi-equent

illumine the character but

in the present thne of the narrative.

and

name

I do not

Darr pomts out, is the fact that accumulation

as

whole

previously discussed.

author that this is understood for the reader

hnphed

(Lord, Christ, Savior, Prmce)

actively working

performed

of the

formmg

reasons.

Acts. As

of Luke and the structural

Gospel

(1:1-3). Second, and related

given to

foUowmg

m

serve

and the world. Thus, the

to

FmaUy,

identify

the actions/miracles

iUustrate his

degree

thles

unique

of wholeness is

presence

high

for the

characterization of Jesus.

Literalness/Svmbohsm

Lherahiess/Symbohsm refers
person

or

leaders

m

people/things beyond
Luke's

gospel

represents the group

functionmg

more

focus to Jesus,

m

are

the

to the

person.*^^

"character

words

or

might

Throughout Acts,

Holy Spkh.

is Divme,

m

shnilarly to

or

degree

the

disciples

example,

a

to which Jesus ui Acts

saves

because he alone

ambiguously portrayed
m

hnply

heaven, Jesus' actions
m

as

which the

^'Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS.
'^Powell, Narrative Criticism? 5 1

.

or

a

smgle

rehgious

disciple
to

be

narrow

the

hteraUy

thmgs beyond himself?

Luke's purpose

the way

and often, for

character represents

the Father. This would suggest

of these three, but nevertheless h does

seated hi authority

a

group of people). In order to

it is Jesus alone who

hterahiess. However, Jesus is also
Father and the

groups"

ask: What is the

right hand of God

which

Characters such

symbolicaUy (of a particular

one

to

actions.^ Thus, the disciple would be said

represents hhnseif over agamst persons

exahed to the

degree

a

m

degree

resurrected and

high degree

of

hi connection whh God the

this may have been to

emphasize the unity

of symbohsm. As the person who is

the narrative of Acts

exphch

75.

a

was

now

represent aU that

actions and words of the

Holy Sphh
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also represent God in the
exahed Jesus
scale

m

Acts. The

the dhection of a

m

scriptural

tradhion

quoted

discussed

ambiguhy

m

Acts and the presence of the

earlier, lend

a

balance, and actually tips the

symbolic character.

Complexity/Shnplicity

Complexhy/Shnphchy refers
a

character.^^ Many trahs given

all trahs

are

created

the statement "the
Lhtle is left to
may not be

How

equal.

to

man was

jealous."

ponder. However,

complexity of the

character make them

To say, "the

more

trahs attributed

complex. Moreover,

happy"

is very

shnple

The first attributes the

people

to

people

were

the trah of jealousy

highly complex. Usmg

complex

a

the number and

to

this

paradigm to

does Luke portray Jesus

m

usually hnplies

illumme Jesus

Acts based

m

a

be

as

ui a

plot,

Acts,

not

contrasted to

good

mood.

which may

one

might

or

ask:

the kmds of trahs attributed to

on

hhn?

The character of Jesus
Jesus

Luke's

m

gospel.

titles attributed to hhn

m

In Acts

Acts builds upon the

akeady highly complex portrah

alone, Jesus is featured

(Lord, Christ, Savior, Prmce)

as a

entaU

Moreover, the ambiguous relationships among the divme
rich and

complex

highly complex

a

of

character. The

number of complex trahs.

actors hi Acts

provide

a

very

characterization.

Transparency/ Qpach y

Transparency/Opachy refers
mner

to the

degree

to which the reader hivhed to

see

the

life of the character and is able to understand the actions and responses of the

character.^^ Agahi, the reader
character. For Jesus,

one

must often wrestle whh narrative

might

"gaps"

whh

a

very opaque

ask: How transparent does Luke portray Jesus to be hi

Acts?
In Luke's

gospel,

a

very transparent

portrah

of Jesus is

However, hi Acts the character of Jesus is often unseen,

"'Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS.

76.

""Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS. 76.

given (22:14-46).

ahhough clearly at

work behmd
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the scenes, the reader is vague about what he is
narrative. However,

mstances

do

occur

domg

and how he feels for the bulk of the

when the reader is mvhed to

of Jesus from his divhie view pomt. One mstance of this

Beyond

the

standing at
awareness

possible theological pomts
the

right

hand of God

of this dark

comforthig

hhn and

episode.

sharmg

his

Luke is

plans

the reader to

episode places Jesus

most

concerns

the stonmg of Stephen.

occurs at

ponder

at

Jesus

as

Jesus'

the side of Paul,

with both Paul and the reader. Thus,

transparency of Jesus is given, but for the

the

attempthig make, by portraymg

(7:55) he has mvhed

Another dark

ponder

some

part Jesus is opaquely characterized

m

Acts.

Dynamism/Staticism

Dynamism/Staticism refers
remams

the

same

consider the

and to what

fliUy

m

the

degree
he

gospel

ascension when
Jesus

the reader is at

degree

Luke's

to

Jesus hi

considerhig

m

takes

Acts

place

glorified

as a

changes

specifically

at the

This is

a

m

hi this

portrait

of Jesus.

is

m

the

(1:11).
a

assurance

The

only

Change

soft transhion

here is not

clue that another

that he wiU return. However,

Gospel

to

Acts,

up the story. It is at the

picks

m

a

salvation

history as

reversal, but rather

major change
even

here

not

on

the

emphasizmg conthiuhy and

Apart from the exahation,

major attributes of Jesus, however, do

wiU

occur

consistency

is

an

the

upward
portrah

of

for this character

emphasized

undergo change. Thus,

whole, the character of the exahed Jesus remahis generaUy static.

Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS. 77.

might

one

hand of God, that Jesus takes

right

process from the grave to the earth to the throne.
Jesus remains static. The

from the

also

Luke and Acts. It is the act of placmg

break between the two volumes indicates. However, Luke is

consistency

one must

or

whole?

between Jesus

status.

Acts,

changes

the whole narrative of Luke- Acts. Thus,

leaves off at the ascension where Acts

of authorhy,

his exahed and

m

to which the character

which the character of Jesus

changes

change

place

degree

hi the narrative.^^ When

place

ask: What is the

to the

for Acts

as
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Closure/Openness
Closure/Openness refers
character followmg the

personal hiterest

completion

to the

as

to the

degree

to

of the story.

which the reader contmues to
This element has to do not

the narrative leaves character

degree

loose ends. For mstance, if the character of focus dies

hidicate

a

high degree

narrow

a

great deal

to

ponder, and

this for Jesus hi Acts,

one

which Jesus' character finds closure hi Acts 28, to what
about this character
the end of the

When

by

the end of Acts, and

are

so

much with

and

whh

plot

the end of a story h would

of closure. However, if the character is

story ends, the reader is left whh
openness. In order to

by

development

ponder the

has

might

his way to battle and the

on

a

high degree

ask: What is the

degree

of

degree

is the reader left

to

pondermg

aU issues about the character resolved

by

story?
one

reaches the conclusion of Acts, the reader is faced whh

the character of the exahed Jesus.

They have

read many

episodes

decision about

a

about persons fi-om aU

types of first century backgrounds encounterhig the exahed Jesus. Characters faced whh
the decision led to two contrastuig responses, either submission to Jesus

rejectmg

hhn

his

to the

point

open to the

of Jesus

m

as

Lord. The artistic abihties of Luke

are

well balanced

by

as

Lord

his skill to

of the reader.

pondermg

By chapter 28,

whole, but this doesn't
Rome is

However, the

an

mean

suggested, chapter 28

all issues

are

no

serves as a

loose ends

neatly wrapped

up.

how the reader will

issues

respond

remaming

are

'Shepherd, Narrative Function of HS. 78.

as a

Indeed, the character of

the effects the story wiU have

to the person of Jesus.

ponder.

climax for the story

open element which uivhes the reader to wonder what

primary

highly

the reader is certaui about the status

heaven and earth. These elements have been made clear and

As evidence from structure has

m

brmg

fore of the reader's mind. Thus, Luke has left the character of Jesus

remain. It is the status of Jesus hi the life of the reader whh which the reader will

Paul

or

happens

on

to hhn.

the reader and
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Relationship of Character
The

for the

hnportance

of Acts is of prunary
the

Jesus in Luke 's

of Luke is the

Gospel

of secondary

to

hnportance

unique relationship

Gospel

hterary precedent

mterpretation
for the

for Acts and hs

portrayal

of Jesus is

of Jesus hi Acts. The context of the Book

mterpretation

of the exahed Jesus but because of

of Luke and Acts, evidence from Luke should be considered. In

this final section of the examination of Jesus

m

Acts, I wiU address how the

two

relate.

presentations

Jesus hi Luke
Jesus

m

Luke's

"Son of God," "Son of Man" and "Servant of God."'' These

(Christ/Messiah). "Khig,"
thles

are one

wiU see, the

fiUed whh

is called "Savior," "Lord," "Anomted One"

gospel

way in which Luke aids the reader hi the character

majority

more

In the

of these thles remain the

meaning

beghming,

characters. He does this

mcomplete picture

same

hi Acts, but

Luke portrays Jesus

order to prepare the reader

these convmcmg characters Jesus is caUed the great

royal

declares to

shepherds that

son

(1 :32-69).

An

angel,

which is

by estabhshmg

play m

son

always

characters

and redeemer
the

Baptist

own

the

scriptures,

(3:15-17). Moreover,
him

moves

or

superiorhy

and devout

clear but

history. Through
of Israel, Lord

(2:1 1).

Two very

to Jesus

another rehable witness

makes bold statements about the

As the story

we

rehable messenger from God,

(2:26).

(Suneon and Anna) hi the temple refer

calling

expanded

King

Jesus is the Savior, Anohited One and Lord

accordhig to

witness to Jesus

a

a

salvation

of David, the

voice of the narrator hhnseif caUs Jesus the Anohited One

portrayed

some are

through rehable, sph-h-fiUed

of who Jesus is and the role he will

and God's

process. As

the transhion from Luke to Acts.

m

m

buildmg

as

The reliable

devoutly

God's salvation

(2:25-38). Later,

of Jesus and his

mmistry

John

over

his

the divuie voice of God from heaven contributes his reUable
a

pleasmg and beloved

son

(3:22).�

along, contrasting opuiions of the crowds

and

Kingsbury, Proclamation: Jesus Christ. 98-1 10.
�See also other contributions from John and the voice of God (7:19; 9:35).

rehgious
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authorities hi Luke

unrehable contributions to the characterization of Jesus.

provide

such groups and mdividuals he is caUed the

9:18-19; 24:19),
and

a

false

recognize

Khig

agent of the devil (11:14-15),

an

of Israel

the true

identhy of Jesus,

is

be filled whh much meanmg

mitial dkect thles

Luke'

gospel

Hebrew

preference

is that Jesus is

salvation is

to Jesus at the

"showhig"

on

portrayed

as

out hi

through the

demonstrates God's
Isaiah

means

simply

related to the thle of Savior

hhn

as

the

only

beghinmg

described above. A

abUity to

a

one

as

evil

of the story have

sovereign thle

a

act

Luke

unique emphasis

on

the behaif of his

designates

through Jesus

for God

m

of

the

people

to

this thle to Jesus and

for salvation
sm

(2:1 1 ).^' This

and reconcihation
save

of his resurrection and ascension.

titles for

even more so

one m

authority of God-that is, sovereign Lord

identify

as

45:21).

Luke's thle of Lord is fliU of meanmg.

God is actmg to dehver his

mabihty to

oriented hfe and death of Jesus. God remains active to

through Jesus, however, by

of the

theu-

(4:3, 9, 41; 8:28).

Luke's story in terms of dehverance from

servant

Whereas "lord" may be

m

of Jesus. Thus, the story supports these

Savior. This is

order to show that God is active

spelled

prophet (7:16;

false anomted one/messiah (23:2),

the Son of God

as

by the actions

oppression (Psahn 3:18;

mmistry m

to God

a

scriptures which

dehver from
his

by

a

strangely emphasized by the opmion of even the

Nevertheless, reliable thles attributed
to

a

(4:22),

(23:2, 35). The bhndness of these whnesses,

supernatural characters who testify of Jesus

yet

of Joseph

son

By

authorhy,

over

to make a

through whom God

gospels.

Luke fiUs h whh the

creation

the Lord Jesus is the Savior

people. Thus,

than hi the other

meaning

(10:21). This is ultimately

through whom the sovereign

pouit, Jesus is caUed Lord

is actuig to

save

m

order to

(7:13; 19; 10:1, 39, 41,

24:3).
Luke attributes to Jesus the thles of "Christ"

"anohited one." this is

emphasized that
Ime of God

term used

Jesus is mthe

of Israel's

royal

"Messiah" both of which

khig (19:38; 23:2, 3, 35-38).

Ime of David

In

mean

the

fact, h is

(1:31-33, 69; 18:38-39) and the royal

(3:22; 9:35) makmg hhn both rightflil King of Israel/Jews and Pruice of

heaven and earth

^'

a

or

(10:21).

Thus he is

portrayed

Kingsbury, Proclamation: Jesus Christ. 99.

as

Supreme Sovereign. This

is however
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tempered with emphasis

on

Jesus'

mtegrhy-that is,

trah which characterizes for the

a

reader the nature of this ruler. This

question

is Jesus" mission to the

the thle "servant of God."

cross

and

m

of the nature of this ruler is

Imphed

clearly answered

m

this thle is the

trah of Jesus' obedience to God and his wiU to

brmg

God's servant, Jesus is able to fulfill his role

Savior. The commg of Jesus is mdeed

for great joy

reason

fiiUy

offer

as

(2:10-13) because fmaUy

redemption

the world salvation

God has

and reconcihation to the world

a

through whom he

servant

m

rooted

Luke, aU the trahs attributed
m one

to Jesus

'uniquely related'

whh God, nehher his

his

identhy nor

can

Kmgsbury suggests

through ehher "showhig"

fimdamental trah: "that Jesus is

unique relationship

As

(2:30-38).

As is evident, many of these thles fimction to illumme others.

that,

(22:1-71).

or

God.

to

"teUmg"

are

Apart from Jesus'

desthiy is, fmaUy,

comprehensible."^^

Accumulation of Jesus hi Acts

Accordhig to

John Darr's

theory of buildhig

accumulation of the character hi the

temporal

characters hi Luke- Acts,

process of readhig is

Character studies which do not consider the location of the reader
whole

are

the ways

bent toward

m

error.

highly significant.^^
m

the narrative

as a

Therefore, before concludmg this study 1 wiU briefly examhie

which the character of Jesus accumulates

m

Acts

beyond

the

portrayal

of Jesus

hi Luke.
Like

Luke, Acts beghis the narrative mountmg reUable witnesses hi the

characterization of Jesus. This

serves

prhnarily two

purposes.

FUst, the mitial whnesses

about Jesus fimction to remind the reader of the characterization hi Luke. In

Luke has estabhshed about Jesus hi the first volume is assumed

m

a

sense, what

the second. Second, the

hiitial witnesses about Jesus fimction to fiU out the characterization of Jesus hi Luke hi
order to prepare the reader for his function

m

the remainder of the narrative.

Kingsbury, Conflict in Luke. 16. Kingsbury goes
Jesus in Luke, 16-18.

^'Darr, On Character.

on

to list

eight

related traits attributed to
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Similarities exist between Luke and Acts which
to Jesus and his

conthiuhy. Response
finds shnilar

hi Luke

opposhion

hi Acts

as

mabihty of the rehgious

leaders

as a

(7:35-8:3). However,
acceptmg Jesus

as

m

Lord

Acts

ministry

The

one

come

(1 :6-l 1). Similar thles also

are

as

prevail despite

the

(3:16-19).

emphasis.

Two

rare

exphch

The first is Jesus

and the second is Jesus

contmuhig

as

the

longer

m

an excuse

Luke.

for not

advantage

However,

repent. In Acts, exphchly

an

on

emphasized throughout

the narrative to

Luke

are

"Righteous

One"

(Luke 23:47;

picked

(Luke 2:43, 49;

save

as

Acts

more so

"Anohited
h

and heal

up hi Acts and

Acts

m

Anohited One

apparent emphasis

m

"Servant of God"

as

and the

(5:27-42),

people's rejection of his

m

presence

trahs of Jesus

no

portrayed

used of Jesus but whh

on

both volumes. The reader

difference is clear. God has taken

One" and "Lord." Moreover, the "name of Jesus" is

accumulates to represent his

emphasis

Jesus for who he clahned to be

to face up to smfiil disobedience and

than Luke, God's purposes wiU

to the wrher' s

the clahns of Jesus

recognize

of theh- disobedience and used h for his purposes,
the time has

m

of the authorhies is

ignorance

(3:17-26).

shnilar

are

regardhig

whole to

pohit

given

3:14; 7:52; 22:14)

Acts 3:13,

26; 4:25, 27, 30;

20:12).
The salvation

speUed

through the

reconcihation to God

expanded

out in Luke's

he is seated at the

right

Price of creation who

authorhy.

His authorhative

represented
among men,

which

amplifies

we

works

activhy

hi his name-that

by

through the

save

hand of God. His

actively

m

on

this

m

authorhy

Savior Jesus

no

The thle of "Lord" retahis hs

other

of his

brmg

hs mhabhants under his

name

fiinctionhig

Savior is

as

under heaven that has been

given

(4:12).

significance

through whom

means

cuhnmates hito the enthroned

and presence to contmue

is, "there is

by

also

are

Acts suggestmg that hi the ascension

now

the world to

must be saved"

"Lord" and is still the One

terms of dehverance Irom shi and

hfe and death of Jesus

servant oriented

hi Acts. God contmues to

resurrection and ascension. Luke

story in

in Acts. Jesus is stiU referred to

God dehvers persons. However,

as

as

discussed

earher, this unique kmd of unity portrayed hi Acts between the Father God, Jesus and the

Holy Sph-h attributes
divme

pohit

"Lord"

a

broader meanmg.

of view hi Acts, whereas

m

SpecificaUy h

Luke he is

is Jesus who represents the

portrayed only

as

havhig

a

clear
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awareness

of his Father's will. Jesus conthiues his

perspective.

divme location and
Jesus.

He is

prayed

to and

but

designated

now

as

from

the

a

completeh

sovereign "Lord

"^^

FmaUy,

the "Anohited One" hi Acts is fiilfiUer of the

is the Anohited of God who will pour out his

(2:1-5, 31-36; 10:44-48).
he is

mmistry,

a

merciful and

shares his

blessing

loving

and his

anomthig

Jesus thus mamtams his

of God the Father. It

upon those who beheve

mtegrity

kind of ruler. Jesus who has been

ministry

promises

m

m

him

Acts and demonstrates that

glorified,

honors others and

with those who whness about hhn.

'"Acts 1:21; 4:33; 7:59; 8:16; 9:17; 11:17, 20; 15:11,26; 16:31; 19:5, 13, 17; 20:21. Cf., Luke
24:3.
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CHAPTER 5

Interpretation of the

Exahed Jesus

Character hi Acts

as a

Summary of Findings
The structure of Acts

narrative. Acts

significantly reveals

beghis by preparmg

Jesus

as a

prhnary character m the

the characters hi the story and the reader for the

mission which wiU foUow. Jesus functions to prepare his foUowers
divhie

prediction.

Luke portrays Jesus

express his reahzed

sovereignty and

exahed Jesus pours out the

Throughout

the story Jesus remahis

people

an

In this

prediction.

fi-om Jerusalem

to

of view. As

pohit

upon his foUowers to

a

resuh of his

equip

active character fi-om his

enabled behevers to dh-ect his

through Sph-h
summarized

Holy Sph-h

the flow of the narrative

summarizing

divhie

through histruction and

people

as a

whole to

ascension, the

them for his service.

poshion

of authority and

toward the fulfiUment of his

fiilfillment, various Sph-h-fiUed beUevers

the ends of the earth under the

serve

to

bring

authorhy of Jesus. Terrhorial,

racial, rehgious, economic and social barriers

are

builds toward

of Rome. However, Rome itself is not to be

confiised
Jesus

as

a

generalized

brhigs

city

the summarization fi-om Jesus to

The character of Jesus has been estabUshed

as a

evidence fi-om structure, structural themes, narrative
structure, Jesus'

(2:2-4)

cause

prediction to

prediction/command (1:8),

the
a

unfoldhig

conquered to

some

extent

as

the story

narrative, but the unhhidered proclamation of the exahed

the chmax for the

Rome which

m

climax in the

aU

of the narrative

chmactic fiilfilhnent

by givhig

chmax.

character hi Acts based

on

theory, and mteraction. Accordhig

ascension
as a

a

to

(1:9) and givhig of the Spmt

whole. He

brhigs

his foUowers the

his

ovm

Holy Sph-h

summarized
and

guidhig

theh- witness of hhn.

Accordhig
whh the
must

portrah

respond to

themes, Luke's portrayal of Jesus hi Acts is hi contmuity

hi Luke. Jesus is at the center of the narrative and aU other characters

his

character of Jesus

authorhy.

to structural

authority

m

hi

his fuUest

No act hi the

one

way

sense.

or

another. Moreover, Acts portrays the

It is at his exahation that Jesus fiinctions hi

plan of salvation

occurs

complete

whhout his hivolvement, whether

heaUng,
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guiding

or

saving.

According
portrayal

narrative

to

theory,

the character of Jesus accumulates hi Acts from the

hi Luke. His character does not

begm

hi the first

estabhshed for the reader. However, the reader wUl learn
fills

out

what is meant

by

the various thles attributed to

but is

chapter,

more

akeady friUy

about Jesus

Jesus, such

as

Acts. Luke

m

Lord, Anomted

One, and Savior.

Accordhig
empowermg

mteraction, Jesus is portrayed

to

behevers, and

m

histructhig, guidhig

conflict whh others. Jesus mstructs

but his histruction

hitroductory chapter,

as

plays

a

significant

prhnarily hi the

role hi the remahider of the

narrative. His histruction hiforms the mission and is the content for the
of the
thne

Jesus

apostles.

givmg

boldness

guides

by means

always

focused

source

of empowerment for

Jesus." It is

authority
prayer.

on

his foUowers
of the

ministry is

name

times dh-ected to him

on

m

two ways.

evidenced hi the

characters

hi Acts is centered

teachmg

tradhion

whhe at the

same

Holy Sph-h. Empowerment through the Holy Sph-h

and his conthiuous presence.

Prayer

through certahi difiBcuhies

Jesus. This is demonstrated

through his

and

are

healed and saved. His

of the behever

name

to witness

sovereignty and saving

specificaUy. Prayer

on

recurring phrase

Second, boldness

the

Fh-st, focus

always

Jesus

as

is

the

of the "name of

represents his

comes m

response to

work of Jesus and at

eUchs hnmediate response

from Jesus hi Acts. When characters in the story persecute the foUowers of Jesus, the
reader is to understand this

speaks to

Saul

as a

dh-ect attack

dkectly, "Why are

you

on

Jesus and his

persecuthig

authority.

me?" and "I

am

The exahed Jesus

Jesus whom you

are

persecuthig" (9:4�5).
The function of Jesus hi Acts

as a

whole is the exahed

hi heaven. Thles attributed to Jesus hi Acts

pohit

basic themes. Fh-st, this fiinction stresses the

authority

aU creation. Second, this fimction stresses the

Son of the Father God

royal identity which

of the exahed Jesus

unique relationship

Father and Son. Third, this function stresses the

physical and sph-hual. Fourth,

to this

royal

sovereignty

as

stress four

Prmce

of Jesus to God-that is.

of Jesus

over

aU

things,

this fimction stresses the extent and location of his

as a

round character. His roundness is

both

reign as

forever upon the eternal throne hi heaven.

Luke portrays Jesus

over

supported by the
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multitude of traits attributed to him by
Jesus is shown

to

frequently through exphch
m

Acts

help

to

trustworthy Judge,

action. The trahs

the reader

give

sovereign Lord, forgivhig

servant

specific

merciftil healer,

a

expectations

a

highly styhzed

but is

the narrative. The

capable

picture

whh the character based

Throughout Acts,
frequent

use

meanmg for his

a

teacher and

on

At the

same

frequently unseen

and

change

Luke's

gospel

to

an

and the

presently

the retummg

reader's
m

the flow of

the

Jesus is

roundmg

of other

portrayed

active in the

famhiarhy

of Acts.

out of this

character

characters, and by

a

highly stylized figure

as a

nunistry

by

of both

physical

and

more

opaque

m

Acts than

m

Luke due to his

However, for the purpose of Acts, fiiU transparency hito this

is his work hi the hves of his

can see

clearly the poshive transforming
with the exalted Jesus.

The exahed Jesus is

complexity and responsibilhy.

gospel. Instead,

behevmg community.
Luke focuses
and

revershig

on

the

m a

instructmg

The transparency focus for

commimhy

resuhs which

come

so

the reader

from

an

sense, but his character accumulates hi the

Lord to exahed Lord both hi terms of

These resuhs

are

evident hi the pourmg out of the

the mission of the church which follows. The exahed Jesus is

'The reversal which God intends to
of Luke's story

what is

'

unchangmg

transhion from resurrected and

beginning

and

resuh of his exahation.

actually the believmg community.

from the very

people,

preparation chapter

speeches

episodes. Thus,

Acts is

experience

holy, righteous

element of surprise

character is not necessary for readers farmliar whh Luke's

emphasized

his

a

The exahed Jesus is

consistently whh the

gives significant mput to

thne, Jesus becomes

status.

royal fiinction.

guide

character who acts

hi that he is

as a

presentation of Jesus

of the exahed Jesus is established due to the reader's

selective amount of "telhng"

sph-hual story worlds

the

promises.

of hiduchig

the wrher

unique

dh-ect statements of characters and less

hnphed throughout

of "showmg" hi the actions and

the story but

hterary technique called "showhig."

and savmg Prmce of his Father God,

of God and fiilfiUer of God's
Jesus is

m

usually through

the reader,

of the

means

bring
1

about

(Luke :46-55).

through

more

complex,

as

Sph-h

and

described

Jesus is characterized of Jesus'

ministry
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above, due
to his

new

to his transcendent

role

as

ministry

m

both heaven and earth. This is

exahed Lord, Prmce of the Creator God who has

of ruhng aU creation and

brhigmg

h under his

authority. Thus,

closely through his Sph-h empowered followers,
Nevertheless,

purpose.

static character

the exahed Jesus

even as

he

moves

but not

(foUowhig

the

mthnately related

given Jesus

the honor

the exahed Jesus works

exclusively,

ascension)

m

accomphsh this

to

Acts is

generaUy

a

and dh-ects his whness from Jerusalem to the ends of the

earth.
The exahed Jesus has
to the world of the

high

a

sense

reader. The reader, whether

Gentile, wiU find the exahed Jesus the

everyday

m

Jesus fiinctions

Holy Sph-h

to

the

as

but

was

receives greater attention
fiiLfiUment of a

prhnary

expands

whh Jesus. Thus, Jesus

to God

God-fearmg

or a

from the story whh them

as

the

can

be understood

divine character hi the story.

m

h. The

or

m

rejection

from

Acts from

Luke, this

m no

activhy of the Holy Sph-h

prhnary

as a

character is

Although the activhy

of

way decreases the

hi Luke

character of focus. In Acts, the

was m

concert

Holy Sph-h

he has been shared whh the foUowers of Jesus, and is the

unique promise

of Father God. Nevertheless, Jesus makes this

promise

and remains the anohited Savior who works hi the world to reconcUe aU persons

by receivhig

authority

them under his

authority.

Salvation and wholeness

come

only by the

of Jesus in the Book of Acts.

General Conclusion: Encountering Jesus
The reader

plays

a

significant

demonstrated above, readers wiU be
whh the

they take

which the exahed Jesus

appears to hicrease

mmistry of Jesus

possible

Jewish Christian

the story and the readers of the story.

Thus, the degree

the

person

a

hfe. The exahed Jesus hi Acts demands response of submission

both the characters

high.

of openness which extends from the story world

presentation

of Jesus

h is Jesus about whom

m

as a

role hi the

the story and

Acts. Luke has communicated

they must

community

hiterpretation of a character.

hnpacted durmg

make

a

foUowhig

clearly to

serious decision. Is Jesus the

Lord the story portrays? A poshive response
both Jesus and his

Reader

to

of followers. For

this

As

the story

the readers that

sovereign divme

question demands readers to accept

Luke, acceptance of Jesus

means

both

a
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personal submission and

obviously entails
such

come to

a

the

communal submission to the Lord. A

a

opposite. Nevertheless,

negative

devout person wUl take Jesus

Furthermore,

negative

self-absorbed and self-deluded.

thmgs

community as

Saul, Herod

or

the

may

sense, Luke sends

occur

signals to

to the oppressor. One wiU

rehgious leaders

King Agrippa.

In the

whl face

or one

brmg

of this mission is characterized
asked to

respond

to an

by whnessmg

of these mvitations, but

project to

address aU

identify

possible

Jesus and his

agahist

loose respect among theh-

his

people

as

whh

whness

authority to

over

success

(2:47;

agahist

power

be sure, but the method

of this truth. Thus, each reader is

throughout

God-fearmg

the story to

wide

a

despite their background,

more

readers

to the character of Jesus
are a

and

the reader that if a

aherhig conflict,

gives

given power to

likely

m

aU

as

hnpUchly

Roman GentUe and

backgrounds
hi Acts
a

of people

beyond

identify

m a

whh at

the scope of this

shuations. However, I would Uke to

possible

portrayed

variety

wiU be able to

several. It would be

consider two readers, from two very different

respond

Any honorable

mvitation from Jesus.

broad miheu of cuhures. Readers,
one

are

aU persons under his

Luke portrays this witness

least

portray those who

end, aU opposhion agamst Jesus and his foUowers

:21). Moreover, the foUowers of Jesus

to conquer. Jesus seeks to

hfe

a

wiU faU because h is the divme "hand of the Lord" which
11

to

response

seriously.

apologetic

m an

attempted

response is reached h is unwise to set one's seif strongly

followers. Several
own

as

response

the story has

negative

as a

and how

they might

buUd and

whole. The two readers I wUl

newly converted

Jewish Christian.

Roman Gentile

The Roman Gentile reader

hnphes

an

Luke's part. A Roman GentUe could be from

backgrounds. However,
is

representative

TheophUus

apologetic
a

wide

for the purposes of this

of this type

may have been

a

patron, possibly

m

variety

study,

reader, and I wiU refer

and

evangeUcal concern on
of ethic and economic

I will

to the

assume

that

GentUe reader

the chmactic

city

Theophilus (1:1)
by this

name.

of Rome, to whom Luke
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was

sending

was a

Luke- Acts in order to have them

God-fearhig GentUe,

but neither

a

was

respected

within his

for

was

which

surpassmg flilfiUment of Judaism would appeal to
Jewish

leaders

rehgious

as a

specificaUy m the portrayal

TheophUus

wUl

out hi the

episodes

people

as a

perspectives.

One

have

in the story. These characters

through him.
are

The other

preoccupied

this contrast

backgrounds

Theophilus
are

Theophilus. However,

as

the

the idea that

Theophilus

Kmgdom of God

Jesus. The

would

significance

pique

(10:1-^8).
also

of this is most

(9:1-22), ApoUos (18:24-28),

as

the fulfiUment of Jewish

him. However, Luke's

hi the various

episodes.

is Jesus oriented. This is
see

Jesus

(8:9-24). the

the

disciples

of

actively at

and

come

under the

Scripture

had

presentation of Jesus

In aU, Luke presents two

represented by the devout behevers

work

as a

resuh of what God has done

is that which is human oriented. Those characters who

things

may have

brought

pohtical, rehgious

rejected

perspective

with material

m

Jesus

accepted

TheophUus

perspective

prominent

Agrippa (26:24-32).

whole not

deals whh this issue for

the time of

profile. Fh-st, the

of the Samaritan's and Shnon conversion

Saul of Tarsus

and Festus and

Theophilus might
the Jewish

reader

of ComeUus and his household

to the correction of mcomplete fahh

(19:1-7),

a

identify most clearly whh Comehus. Thkd, TheophUus would

Ethiopian eunuch (8:26-40),
John

a

whole do not accept Jesus would make

his mterest,

notably pomted

and held

at

adequate Scriptural evidence,

uncomfortable. Second, the mclusion of GentUes mto the

respond

Christianity

community.

this Christian movement, whh

specify

broad matrix of readers.^ He

moderately weahhy

Several elements of Acts would stand out to such
sermons

a

convert to Judaism nor

Luke's wrhmg, but famihar whh both. He

poshion and

pubhshed

self-promotion do
to

see

authority

and social structures.

not

recognize Jesus.^ Through

that hidividuals from aU groups and

of Jesus,

desphe

the actions of the

larger

Thus, TheophUus buUds the character of Jesus

as

Alexander. Preface to Luke. 7-10, 187-212. Alexander places the genre of Luke-Acts in a
technical category as scientific history. If this is the case, then Theophilus may have been the financial
-

backing

for the

publication

of Luke's

work, cf 193-200.
,

^L. T. Johnson provides an excellent examination of the function of
possessions and what it says
about the characters in the story, Johnson, Function of Possessions.
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the supreme

authorhy

believers in the story

who is able to

must

save

from all settmgs,

people

a

truth

even

(11 :2-18; 15:1-29).

face

Luke portrays every character

m

the story

as

behig

faced whh

decision about

a

Jesus. Jesus accepts those who accept hhn. And all those who accept Jesus
as

mdividuals. Like

searching

degree

the Jewish

Theophilus, searchmg

of the truth. The Samaritans had

a

tradhion

individuals

m

are

the Hebrew

are

portrayed

open and may have

Scriptures

and

a

were

fascmated with signs. The Ethiopian searched for truth hi the Jewish Scriptures and Jesus
met

him. Saul of Tarsus did not

is the best
an

man

Other characters
the

but Jesus met him too. Comehus
centurion. He is

God-fearing

a

portrayed

as

who seeks God. Jesus prepares the way for Comehus to meet him.

are

portrayed

whh

of John who need to

disciples

fiihiess.

of Theophilus. Comehus is

example

honorable

hiitially recognize Jesus,

Searching

degree

of truth, such

as

experience

Jesus and the

gift

a

Gamahel of the Council
he has

given to

or

find

characters all want the fiiU truth and find h hi Jesus. Thus, Comehus

builds the character of Jesus

as one

who

gives

a

trustworthy

hivhation to all

people

who

search for tmth.
is assumed to be famihar whh Luke's first volume. Thus, his

Theophilus
understandmg

humanity from

of Jesus

Theophilus

decision about

a

and earth, to

a

people.

realizes the

He

surely

and everyone he knows.

Prhice who shs hi

persons under his

brmg

God's Son whh

as

Theophilus

Jemsalem and the Jewish

Jesus mtends to reach

faced with

firmly estabhshed

When he reads Acts,

sm.

expands beyond

was

a

purpose to

save

of Jesus

ongohig mmistry

noted that the

Theophilus

authority, actively

mhiistry

must have

mvolved

m

of

been

both heaven

authorhy.

Jewish Christian
The

newly

converted Jewish Christian reader

part. A Jewish Christian may

not have been

located

hnphes

m

a

pastoral concem on Luke's

Jemsalem. However, for the

purposes of this study I wiU place this type reader hi close proxhnity
draw contrast whh

Theophilus. Moreover,

female named Martha. Martha is

a

second

the events recorded hi Acts at Jerusalem.

1 wiU

assume

Jerusalem

so

the Jewish Christian to be

generation Christian,

They

to

to

a

whose parents followed

moved to Damascus just

prior to

the

war
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in A. D. 70. Martha is part of a Christian

pohtical

and

rehgious

misguided reports
whom she

on

serves are

pressures from those who

their

Martha is

practices.

growmg

return

m

are

a

suspicious

of thek house

meetings

and

poor house servant and the patrons for

out to

such

one, Peter's sermon

chapter

undergone

of her Christian behefs.

suspicious

Several elements of Acts would stand

promise of Jesus'

in Damascus which has

community

a

reader

regardmg

profile. Fh-st,

the

the bhndness of Israel

(3:1 1-26), stories about the Christian community (4:23-5:16), testhnony of Gamahel

(5:33-42), neglectmg

of the widows

(6:1-6), the vision and

and the issue at the Council of Jerusalem

a

reader.

of God. The

Fh-st, the delayed

apostles,

like Martha. The

as

portrayed

apostles, desphe

misunderstand the nature of the
was

nationally centered,

human

return
m

forty days

Furthermore, Jesus

on

m

the

concerns

Kmgdom
of those

of histruction, contmued to
For the

oriented, and restricted

answers

Luke wanted to address

may represent the

Kmgdom of God.

encouragmg correction which is centered

universal.

thmgs which

of Jesus and the role of Israel

chapter one,

theh-

(7:44-60),

(15:1-29).

Martha may have been concerned about two
for such

prayer of Stephen

the

the

Kmgdom of God

to Israel. Luke adds

Jesus and his

dh-ectly that

apostles,

irunistry,

an

God oriented and

Kingdom of God

is present whh

the power not to conquer for Israel but the power to whness for him. Martha is assured

that Jesus wiU return and that there will be

However, Jesus is active

now

hi his

a

fiiture element to the

to whness

people

the rule of God to be universal because he rules

universaUy.

through

authority

through her
stoning

over

pressures

aU nations and

now

A second

one

concem

standmg ready to

who

can save

only

one

to

now

recognize

has

who is the

He is present whh her

receive those who

even m

proclahn his

the

name

from whom Martha needs to find

her world.

of Martha may have been the role of the poor among Jesus'

followers and the worth of conthiuing

experienchig

as one

oppressive pohtical powers.

In the end, Jesus is the

acceptance and the only

comes

and wiU also return to receive her. This is clarified

of Stephen. Jesus is active,

despite persecution.

She

Jesus Christ who

ascended hito heaven. Thus, Martha builds the character of Jesus
supreme

Kingdom of God.

m

the fahh. Luke deals whh this

by showhig how

Jesus enables behevers to become servant-oriented rather than self-oriented.
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Episodes regarding

the

community provide

assurance

for Martha. This

assurance

is

strengthened by the contrasthig description of greed whhm the church and hs devastathig
effects.

Furthermore, the perspective of the behevhig community is

self-oriented purposes of the rehgious leaders. Martha

preservation had also led
to

mclude

a

safe

to theh-

purpose to

her

community where

all those who lack

can

find what

community might

once

care

have feh

for her and

agahi been

firmly

estabhshed

as

they need (6:1-6).

Thus, her

Israel' Messiah with

Israel and the nations from shi. When she reads Acts, she

community of behevers

abUity to

contrast whh the

demise. Thus, for Martha, the character of Jesus grows

of Jesus would have been

save

m

recaU that theh- self-

can

Martha is assumed to be famihar with Luke's first volume.

understandhig

set

m

of God's universal

hisignificant

use

faced whh

hght

a

and her eyes,

her for his

plan.

once

Her

problems

agahi,

glory. Thus, Martha,

hke

focused

brmg

aU nations under his

herself and

within her
on

Jesus and his

TheophUus,

decision about her Messiah who shs hi

mvolved hi both heaven and earth, to

sees

a

must have

authorhy, actively

authority.
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